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.. ellick ge ts:·senior.vp post "
Linda Mellick has been na~e) •~~ni~~ vice'president of the southern re&on ·;
'. ' · · ·
,
at Great American First Savings Bank.
1

1·

Mellick will direct branch growth and operations in all 61 retail off[~es ~ ,
;I
~,-\
.
establish the branch operations department in
~\
· 1979, and in 1984 .was promoted to retail opera''· •
":i,, , · ., __ .
', tions manager. - ' "·
: A·San Diego native, Mellick graduated from
q
SDSU and is co~pleting a master's degree in
mema
is
business administration at USD S!Je
ber of the employment · committee for ·San
Diego County Drug Abuse Strike Force and
serv.ed on United .Way's public sector commit,
' I
,.~ ·,t·
·. _; ~-. : i
l
"tee: ,~· - . 'd
Horton Plaza has appointed ·Brian Jenkins
., assistant general manager. Jenkins will over- ,
' see the complex's entire operation, including
retail and entertainment. He was previously
i general manager at La Jolla Village Square ,
, , LINDA MELLICK , 1
f and assist~ot manager. at North County Fair,
,
.
., ,'
1 bqth May Center ,developments. , Jenkins
}. received a0bachelor of science degree from Penn State1 University and a
., ,
'· •
"·
' master of science degr~ frqm University Qf Illinois.'. ,
, . William Malone has been ,appointed a manager in the, tax practice of ,
I" A~thur 'Andersen & Co. Also, six staff accountants have been appointed: Beth ,
Anderson, Bill »illingsley, David Riegert and Leslie Svensson to thf t1udit 1,-:
l
'
'
staff; A.mil Shroff and ,Bonl!ie,Hammer to the'taX staff.
1 'Mercy Hospital Foundation has named Jack Goodall to its board of direc- ,
tors. Goodall has been president of Foodmaker Inc, since 1970/ chief executive ,
1
' ' ·"·· .,,, · ' · · '' · · '•:,, · ·
officer since 1979 and chairman since 1985.
Dennis Beckwith has been made a partner at Information Systems Group. l
Beckwith will continue· iri ~is present position as support department mana- ;
ger where he is responsible for operations support, training, analysis; pro- -1
.'
·
gramming and implementation. •· ·'
, North Island Federal Credit Union has named Jill Bechard vice president c
of marketing. Bechard will oversee marketing strategy, product manage- ;
ment and advertising/business development. Most recently, she served as ·
manager of credit union development at Motels of America Investment Corp. 1
. ,., ' ,
'·
·
·
'· ' ' ,
·
. ·,
) in San Diego.
• Leslie Roberts has joined Ferris, Brennan & Britton. An associate of the :
firm, Roberts is a member of its tax and estate planning department.where !
:
· '·
she handles general taxation and business matters. ·
! Price Waterhouse has ·promoted Susan Mora!lville to manager of compre- •:
hensive professional services. Moranville will specialize in emerging busi- '
:
t, nesses of real estate, high technology and manufacturing industries.
I Mike McQuitty has been promoted to quality assurance manager of Jabora- ;
! tory sciences at Foodmakers Inc.'s Jack In The Boll restaurants division. :
McQuitty will be responsible for the quality of all the Jack In The Box food i
products. Also, Nicole Bon4lnfant has.joined Foodmaker Inc. as brand market- :
;
• 'slJaf.k ~il{The :Box market~ng division.
·. ing manager \p t~e com~~
• John Brown and Barbdri· own ave·formed a law firm, Brown & Brown, •
l specializing ig estate pla'hri '- ~d ' 'stration and family law matt!!~s. They :
) ,io} amllylaw a~1~r~lated ~ppellate
.
::tl~r~~ by ~obn Kno~fll

i throughout San Diego County. She joined the
· bank in 1974 as a teller and became a supervi• sor at its Del Mar office in 1978. Mellick helped

'I

i

l

· The San Diego Bea~h &:'I'e nis Resort has appointed Cllv! Woolf manager !
i1 of the hotel's Tradewm~ Rj1Sl.i!,lr~qt Woqlf will be responsible. for all of the ,
1 ·r1r i +,1.
:
,., ; ,..
'
I restaurant's service. I'~} /P 'i"~ )!' 1~r1
1
Blaise Nauyokas has joinM·Arno d Buck Inc. as art director. Nauyokas was
1
:
"'
1, previously an art director at Franklin & Associates Inc.
Please send personnel 'changes and promotions to Meg Ford, The Tri- :
}•, , ),,,
Box f 9{/•. ~ Diego ¥2112. : . > • , •
' bfne, Financial Section~
',/ ';
'

~-°i:,
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· Insurancer-...~
for autos:~
Too costly?
Public floored by rates
among highest in U.S.
·' By Rita Calvano
Tribune Slaff Writer

First of two parts

California's 18½ million drivers,
frustrated bv an insurance industry
that has raised rates almost ,70 percent in five years. want relief from
skyrocketing premiums.
Insurance company officials say
the rate hikes reflect the increased
cost of doing business.
But consumer advocates say the
industry raises most prices at will,
operates in relative secrecy, bases
certain premiums largely on stereotypes rather than real people, and
answers to almost no one.
Savs Assemblvman Richard Polanco, D-Los Angeles, an insurance
reform advocate: "I've reviewed letters from all over the state of Cali•
fornia, from people of all walks of
life. all political affiliations and income levels. saying that their automobile insurance rates are too high,
that thev continue to go up, and
there's rio remedy at this · point in ·
time to lower rates."
Latest available statistics show
the state's average annual premium
of S568 in 1986 was third-highest in
the nation, surpassed only by New
Jersev's S604 and Alaska's $602.
A iew years ago, businesses and
local governments revolted against
the rising costs of commercial liabil. itv insurance:• and obstetricians
balked at their ever-increasing malpractice-insuranc.e rates.
_
Now the crisis is in auto insurance, ·
a problem acknowledged by the insurance industry itself, but which
generally blaines consumers, trial
lawvers, rising crime and medicalcare costs for the skyrocketing
premiums.
c..

Bruce Norman, marketing vice
president for Mercury Casualty Co.
--; '

-

• __ ,..J,.,. ,. _ ___

.1..,, .. ..... .. ... ..

PREMIUMS: lnsuran_ce indust;y denies consum;~:ff01.1J5:.accusations about driving rates up
~

Q,
'/ (
Alliance of American' insurers, said
"That includes incre~ses in medi- Californians spend $8.6 billion a year
cal costs, increases in the frequency on auto insurance coverage in a state
,in which injuries are alleged and the
whose average rates continue to
frequency with which people litigate climb.
their claims." Norman said.
According to the A.M. Best Co. of
Some statistics bear him out.
New Jersey, a prominent insurance• Tbe California Highway Patrol rating business, California's average
says auto thefts in California rose 11 premium has risen 69 percent bepercent between 1986 and 1987. San tween 1981 and 1986, which are Best's
Diego County ranked second only to most recent figures.
Los Angeles in the number of thefts
In 1986, the nationwide average
in 1987: 31,306 compared to 23,102 in annual premium was $440.58, more
1986, an increase of 35.5 percent.
than $127 cheaper than the premium
• The California Medical Associa- in California, Best figures show.
tion says the cost of m~dical care in
The prices are out of reach for
California jumped 21 percent be- millions of Californians who simply
tween 1982 and 1986. Nationwide, the go without insurance despite risking
increase was 31 percent.
suspension of their driver's license if
• The Western Insurance Informa- unable to prove financial responsibil·
tlon Service reports lawsuits filed in ity for an accident they might cause.
motor-vehicle accidents in California The proof may be either through liaduring the 1985-86 fiscal year rose bility insurance coverage or a $35,000
nearly 29 percent over the previous cash deposit in a bank trust fund.
year. Los Angeles County ranked
The Departlll~V ehicles
highest in the ,number of suits; San estimates tliat 20 percent oi the
Diego was 15th.
state's 23.4 million registered vehi•
Lawrence Grassini, president of cles are not insured. The estimates
the Loskigeles Trial Lawye~ are based on ~ i d e n t and
ciation, a ~ of the other records where proof of finanstatewide organization, accuses the cial responsibility would be required.
insurance industry itself of promptAssemblywoman Maxine Waters,
ing many of those lawsuits. Campa- D-Los Angeles, says that because innies often refuse to promptly settle surance is so costly, "we have a lot of
claims, he said, forcing these suits uninsured motorists who have decid•
because California law requires ed they'll buy food instead of insurthem to be filed within one year of ance, and then put everyone else at
the accideoL
risk."
Citing a report by the insurance
Sometimes, just getting coverage
company of a nationwide $13. 7 billion can be difficult.
after-taxes pr.ofit in 1987, Grassini
Most companies refuse to sell in
said, "You have to wonder whether certain sections of California, the
they're really giving the public the , most notable being in parts of Los
true facts."
. ,.,.Angeles, where insurance offices are
But Tim Dove of the Insurance In- nearly non-existent, according to a
formation Institute in San Francisco survey done by the state Department
says auto _liability is a losing line of of Insurance.
msurance. ---.::...
"Insurance is difficult to find in
"For every dollar we brought in central Los Angeles because customnationwide in 1986, we paid almost ers are difficult to find,. customers
$1.18,'' Dove said.
who can afford that product," said
Richard Wiebe, spokesman for the Wiebe of the Alliance of American
Continued From ~age 1

Insurers. "The number of uninsured complain theyive been ·driving for
motorists is higher in central Los An· _'.,the past 10 to 15 years with no accigeles; the incidence of theft and ·· ilents, and now receive notice of .. .
fraud is much higher than other cancellation because a computer
urban areas."
printout shows they're due for an acBut consumer advocate James cident." Assemblyman Polanco comWheaton accuses the industry of ra- plained.
cial discrimination and of mixing apAlong with frustrated older drivples and oranges when discussing in- ers are families with drivers under
surance costs.
25.
.
"The insurance companies ·have
Deavon and Richard Badami ·of El
apparently decided that black people Cajon say they pay $3,500 a year for
who live in poor neighborhoods are a policy covering themselves and
more likely to cause accidents," he their three driving-age sons. Mrs. Basaid.
dami says the rate is exorbitant.
"The only thing that matters for
Based on risk factors having little ·
liability rates is how likely is it that to do with their own good driving
this driver is going to cause an acci- records, the entire family is penaldent," said Wheaton of Public Advo- ized because the couple's three sons
-cates in San Francisco, a branch of are all under 25 and one has had an
the University aLSan Diego's Center accident, Mrs. Badami said. Nationfor Public Interest Law. .
wide, male drivers under 25 cause a
Liabilitf co~ge - the type of disproportionate share of accidents.
insurance Cali ornia drivers must
"I think that young people should
have - is the insurance drivers buy not be penalized simply because of
to cover legal obligations to other their age," Mrs. Badami said, adding .
people in case of an accident.
that two of her sons have no marks
Insurance rates are calculated on against them.
a complicated statistical system inOther forms of alleged discriminavalving not only place of residence tlon were pointed out in 1986 by con(called territorial rating), but also sumer advocate Robert Hunter, who
such other "risk factors" as driving studied California's insurance indusrecord and where a vehicle is try for the state Assembly.
parked.
For example, Hunter found that
Marital status, age, occupation one major California insurer disand amount of education also may be criminated against low-paid, less-edincluded in determining the likeli- ucated people. People holding prestihood of drivers being involved in an gious jobs and having a high level of
accident, which insurers then use to education who also drove "high-risk
decide who should be offered insur- cars (sports cars)" received lower
ance and at what price.
rates more often than those driving
"Basically, the whole purpose of the same kind of car but having less
segregating these statistics is y,e education and less prestigious emwant each group to pay its fair share ployrnent, Hunter said.
.
of projected losses and expenses. No
Another company, he said, would
more and no less,'' said one actuary, not insure unrelated individuals livwho requested anonymity.
ing together under certain circum. But those arguing for reform say stances.
the system punishes good drivers
Consumer advocates argue that
having the misfortune to fall into driving record and distances driven
high-risk categories.
should be what determines rates.
"We have seniors (old people) who
Whatever side people are on in the

a

great insurance debate, it aooears
that most want changes of th·e type
that probably must come through
public regulation. ~-,.-;-: !
But thars difficult lo come bv. For
more than a decade, the state Legislature has resisted reform and there. by failed to provide relief. In tht past
two years alone, an estimated 50 bills
dealing with insurance reform that
were introduce<l in the Legislature
have died.

anc.e Committee, said: "Essentially,
grialock between the lawvers and
the insurance companies is. blocking
the opportunity for the public to s~
good legislation passed."

The state Department of Insurance has the authority to stoo a company from charging a rate if the
price is found excessive or inadequate but rarely uses its power,
Rosenfield said.

Not intending to wait for legisla;
live-gridlock to unlock. consumers;
the insurance industry and trial law~
yers now are taking matters· into
their own hands. sponsoring five in;
surance--reform initiatives on the No-:
vember ballot.

But critics also blame the Legisla; .
ture itself, saying many of the state's·
elected officials rely so heavily on
campaign contributions from the insurance industrv that unless campaign reforms are instituted first, obtaining insurance reform through
Those bills covered a multitude of .legislative means is impossible.
_
possible reforms, including rate reductions, changes in the way rates
The insurance industry, which inare determined, mandatory state ap!)roval of rates~d. no-fault pro~ cludes all forms of protection, was
the
higgest campaign contributor in
tion whereby an lhwvidua! s own insurance company pays up regardless the state Legislature in 1987, spend• ·
ing $417,250, said Walter Zelman, ex,
of fault.
'
ecutive director of Common Cause: ·
Unsuccessful proposals also have Trial lawyers followe<L with $284,faO; •.
been made to include the auto insur- he said.
·
ance industrv under state antitrust
Recipients sometimes include
laws to prohibit any alleged pricefixing and require more openness in those legislators involved in insur-:
ance reform, Zelman said.
:
the reporting of business practices.
The consumer organizations mos(
"California is one of only five
states in tlJe·ilation that has no super- active in insurance reform are for-:
vision or ability, l'I, control insurance bidden by their charters to give cam-·
rates or practices,'' said Harvey paign contributions, he said.
:
Rosenfield, director of Access to J usSays Wiebe of tbe Alliance oi
tice, a Los Angeles consumer group.
American Insurers: "The insurance
"As a result, there's no way for the industry employs about 250,000 per~
government or the public to know sons. We sell billions of dollars worth;
what the appropriate auto rates are. of products every year in this state,:
much less for consumers to figure and we're regulated by the state o~
out from agent to agent what the California. So of course we're goini
to lobby."
companies are offering,'.' be said.
'

In explaining the legislative
standstill, Sheldon Davidow, chief
consultant to the state Senate Insur-

Tomorrow: A look al the ballot
measures.
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train future lawyers in resolving ,
neighborhood and other leg&l ·
When Judge Wapner's . television disputes through mediation instead
·' )
sidekick urges people to "go to -· ·of litigation.
court" if they have a dispute with a 1c The idea, say Motley and Spiegelneighbor, he's giving out bad advice, · man, is to teach law students a "bedaccording to two professors at the , side manner" that will get disputants
· talking together to find a solution,
California Western School of Law.
The courts are already overcrowd- · contrary to the custom of keeping
ed and there is too much contention them far apart so only the lawyers
in legal proceedings and conflict that interact.
."Most lawyers," said Spiegelman,
may not be necessary, say law professors Janet Motley and Paul J.' · "would be terrified of the idea of clients talking to each other about their
Spiegelman.
To prove it, they are working to differences, but that is what we will
develop an unusual clinic, linking the be teaching." · ·
The bottom line of mediation is for
campus and city government, to
By Mich~cott-Blair

Staff Writer

.

both sides to leave the table feeling
the outcome is fair, Spiegelman said.
"This is not true of litigation where
the bottom line is how much you can
win."
Alternate methods of conflict resolution are not new to the nation's law
schools. The niversity of San Diego
on clinic tn
has a dispute r
which lawyers and lay people are
trained as mediators.
But Motley and Spiegelman say
that few law schools have gone as far
as Cal WeSlern in formalizing student training to include up to 10 units
in mediation among the 88 units
See Settle on Page,~~ .....-----

1·
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Settle: Tµey want lawyers to re_solve conflict outside courtroom

Continued from B 1
;..,a:;[J
. for graduatio
needed
· n. The program
gets under way this fall.
r The effort will be funded by
$150,000 in grants from the federal
Departmen t f Ed
o
uca 1·100 an d the
college.
In the next two months, the law
:school will be working with the San
-•Diego city attorney, mayor and city
;manager's offices to determine what
·kinds disputes would be best suited
·:for theofstudent-st
affed clinic.
: Motley and Spiegelman believe
'. that litigation and conflict _ the
.;fight to a legal death in the court. :room - are still the essentials of law
·school instruction. Law students are
taught to be "zealous advocates for
their clients," said Spiegelman.
: - "We don't want to change that en: ·tirely," said Motley. "But we want to
:: give law students a new alternative
~ to fighting confiict with conflic~ an
: alternative that bas a chance of bav· ing a win-win ending."
"We believe students are ready for
: a less-eonfrontational approach to
~ ,conflict resolution. for an approach
that is more constructive and less destructive to relationships between
, the opposing panies." she said.
: · Generally, two kinds of students go
: to law school - those who enjoy the
, fight and those who enjoy the chance
to help people. Motley said.
. Under current practice, ·'the law''
, often determines what is right and
· wrong whether the two parties like it
' or not. say the two professors.
It is not uncommon. said Spiegelman. for both panies to leave court

·

'Attorneys have been
given a bum rap in being
cast in the role of villain in
a conflict-ridden litigious
society. ,
-

Paul J. Spiegelman

dissatisfied with an outcome that
cost both sides a lot of money.
The trouble is, he said, traditional
legal training does not encourage
lawyers to find out what is the real
trouble between the two parties. It
focuses only on the difference in
their legal rights and postures.
Spiegelman cited the story of _the
two children arguing over an orange.
"The mother came along and cut
the orange in half believing she bad
resolved the conflict.
"Had she asked the children why
they were fighting, she would have

learned that one c:hild wanted the
peel for orange peel toffee and the
other child wanted the fruit. But she
never bothered to find out what the
real dispute was about and as a resuit, neither child finished up happy,"
be said.
Spiegelman and Motley said in
many instances nobody - neither the
lawyers nor the clients - sits down
to really find out what the dispute is
all about.

say.
Students have to learn how to lis- once they better understand each
ten - a little-taught skill - and bow others' point of vi•w they can resolve
to dig out the real nature of the dis- their differences without coun acpute. They must understand body tion. It's a method that is working
language and how to understand between neighbors arguing over
what is being said and what is not leaves falling on next door's lawn, to
corporate squabbles of the highest
being said, explained Motley.
· Then, the students must seek to get order," Spiegelman said.
With a little time and success,
each party to accurately see the
-.Motley and Spiegelman believe that
. other party's perspective.
mediated
resolutions, which are now
Neighborhood disputes aren't the
opposed by some attorneys, will be"First the clients are forbidden to only conflicts that lend themselves to come more widely accepted.
talk to each other; only the attorneys mediation, according to Spiegelman.
"Attorneys have been given a bum
Some companies are finding that
talk. In court the attorneys can't talk
rap in being cast in the role of villain
to each other, they must talk to the expensive and protracted legal fights
judge. Communication is completely between corporations can be avoided
. removed as 'the law' takes over. We by the chief executive officers get- ,
want to re-establish communication ting together to listen to their reat the bottom level, between the par- spective attorneys present their arties, and make such training part of a guments in lay tenns.
"The CEOs sometimes find that
law students' education," said Motley.
'
It's not as easy as it sounds, they

in a conflict-ridden litigious society,"
said Spiegelman.
It is not entirely the attorney's
fault training and the system in
which they work create that tension,
they said.
U the world is ready for i~ the two
professors say, their goal is now to
turn out "sensitive attorneys." Not
social workers, they hasten to add,
but attorneys with feelings who are
willing to use their know ledge of the
law for people on both sides of a
legal dispute instead of just one client.
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Center
UC
·~ h as two new programs thanks to
$71,000 collected at a summer
benefit, said Pat JaCoby. · Dr.
Thomas Shen direct.a the new
Autologo u s Bone Marrow
Tronsple nlali on Program, started
by the benefit funds. Previously,
S hea worked ot th e Bone Marrow
Developme nt Unit of the Donn
Ferber Cancer Ins titute of Horvard M edi cal Sc hool where he
helped in perfectin g the infusion of
pat ients' hea lthy marrow into the
bone m orrow subjected lo
chemoth erapy. Taken from lhe pati cnt pre viomt lo tran splantation ,
th e hea lth y marrow aids in
reconstrucl in g normal bone mar-

metastati c c~ncer.
• • •
Scripps Clinic nnd Rc~corch
Foundatio n hns received $50,000
from the Edward W. ond Be tty
Knight Scripps Foundntio n, a
Charlottesv ille, Va., organizatio n
formed to supp,ort public charities.
Barry Scripps, son or the Scripps
couple and exec utive director of
s pec ia l projects for the Scripps
League NewRp apers Inc. bused in
C harlottesv ill e, prese nte d t he
award lo Dr. Charles Edwards,
presidento fScripps.
• • •
Jack Goodnll 1 president, CEO
and board chairma n of Food•
make r Inc:, has join ed -~

MedT ech Trans action s
by Lorraine Parsons
row fun ction in patient.a with
chemothe r apy- tr e ated tum or s.
Bone marrow is the manufactu ring
site for red blood cells.
The rcsl of the $71,000 has gone
to n Cance r Preve ntion, Control
and Epidemiology Prog ram. The
program inlc nds to correlate informa tion on reductions in risk for
cancer with methods used ·to
ac hi eve th ose reduction s a nd
disse minate these methods to the
public.

Sunll Chndn h as j o in e d
Vinge ne as a research scie nti st,
nccordin g to Interim President and
CEO David Hale. The graduate of
London 's Kings College prev iously
worked in d e partm e nts of
molec ul ar ge neti cs, microbiology
and ped intric hematol ogy apd oncology .a l lhe '.1:-Jniversity of Massachusetts Medical School.

H~ital Foundo~io n's board
directors, said Mercy !-pokcspcople.
Goodn II ser ves ns a trustee or the
University of San Diego, and he
a nd hi~wife also act as directors of
the Chi ld Abu se Preventi on Foundation in Son Diego. He received
the San Diego Stole Uni vers ity
School of ilusi ne..-Il~ i«hed
Alumni Award.

Sanchez

Goodall

San Diego Blood Ba nk has
elected Dr. R . Edwurd Sanchez
San Di e go County oC
to the bourd of directors, said Lynn
Pothologi sts has named Dr.
Stedd. Sanchez practices at UC
Jamee Robb, vice chairma n of
Research
ond
San Die go Me dical Center,
Scripps Clinic
Communi ty Hospital of Chula
Founci~iio n's divi sion of ana tomic
Vista a nd Scripps Me morial
pa thol ogy, Pathologis t of the Yea r
Hospitol-C huln Vista as a ge ner1989, said Andre w Jowers. The
conhas
al surgeon. The graduate of Uni IO-year veteran of Scripps
versity of Southern Cali fornia
ce ntrated on two· fesearch arena:
Schoo l or Medicine has served past
the link be twee n the· · herpes
president ·or the Sa n Diego chapter
. s imple_x . virns . end miscarriages
nnusing
or ~he American College· ~f ·
and a track in g flysle~,
Surgeons·_. .~rid , ihe·.·Society " a(
'""
q~ga11,,j'li(!>
.
tibodi~ff ..\q1fiq<j.,tm,
Gen eral Surgeons of San Qiego
County.

Christie's Reports
Record Sales

AucNEW YORK (UPI)
ti oneers Christie's Interna tional
announced tecord
has
PLC
worldwide sales in its September ·
1987-August 1988 season of $1.144
billion, up from $900 million in the
orevioue season ..

Gensia has selected Jerry Martin as dir ect or of ::Quality
assurance/control, said ·President
and CEO David Huie. Formerly,
Marlin headetf new product introduction and qu ality control at
Hal e's old stomping, ground, Hybrit~ch , a division of Eli Lilly &
Co. Ma rlin has also worked at

<--~~~~;~~'.~·:.:~·~ .
, r

,'.~

., _:_t~:~-.-~=- -1 -' •. .,

' The auction hou s'e said U.S. ~mies
jumped nenr ly 50 percent to $467 .1
million from Inst ycar'e record·
breaking $307 .7 million.
Christie's said tho auction mnrket showed widespread strength,
with strong sa les in every fi eld.
Record-bre a kin g sales included
that of a Gutenberg Bible for $5.39
million, 8 perfect 52.69 caret diamond for $142,000 a carat. A re- .
co rd price for 8 Jiving artist was set
when Jasper ,Johns' " Diver" was
sold for $4 .18 milli on, whil e the
$3 .85 milli on fetched by an Albe'.to
Giacometti sc ulpture . was th e biggest price tng ever on a 20th century sculpture.
The a nnounce ment by the auction house, which ca me one tlay
a fter Sotheby's reported its bestever seaso n, p~ov ided f~rther e~ idence of the mtense 111terest m
high-priced works of art sold at

Al pha Thcrnpcuti c Cor p. and Baxter Trnv e nol Lohorntori es.

"' * "'

Vhdn Hill llospitnl or the Vist~
l1111 Foundntlo n Jrn s du g the first
shovelful of dirt for th e $2 million
expa nsion of its mlolcBce nt program, snid n Vi sln Hill spokeswoman . Pl a ns for th e 14.000•squore. fool pa vilion include 27 beds, t ~vo
classrooms a nd ex panded mn111 tenance a nd housl' kcc ping de•
partments. Compl etio n is sched•
uled f or April J n8 9 . Th e
pSychiatric hos pilnl has also ncq~ired three ncrcs adj::ice n~ lo th e
hos pita l intended for parkmg and
recreation areas nncl rut.u re expansion.

auction.
"The results for the 1987-1988
season nre very e ncourogi~g ,
s howing as th ey do a _healthy •~;
crease over the prev rnus year,
Chri stie's Chairman Lord Pete r
Carrington said in a prepared
statement.
" My predecesso r said nt this
time Inst year, 'The past seaso n has
bee n one of the most memorable in
Chris tie's hi story.' To ha ve succeeded in bettering thi s in n year
whi ch saw th e problems of the
. world s tock markets last autumn is
. 0 remark able ach ievement."

The Mcricos Eye Ins titute nl
Scripps Me morial ll os pital•Ln
Jolla hos appointed Judy Co ttre ll
progra m dir ecto r, s::i id Lynn
Morra. Cott rcll previously headed
contrncls and marketing at UC
San Diego Mc di c nl Group fo_r
350 multi .specially faculty physicians and , prior to then, worked ns
an assistant to th e vice chancellor
for Health Services at UCSD.

• * •

Christine Biby, R.N., progrnm
director of th e UC San Diego
Diab.Ctcs Center, ha s been elected
to the natio na l boa rd or directors of
. th e Ame ri cn n Associatio n of
Diabetes Educators for a three•
yenr term. The fou r-ye:1 r s1off
member of the Dia be tes Center
;r
currently ncls ns AJ\DE: Speak
Bureau chair nnd co•cha ir. of ti .'
Comn11tlee
utional
Jntern
AADE

I
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(Law Firm Provides '
, WorkFQ~~rs·

wasn •L .,.:f
'JI' .~• ,,
. I
Now ' lawyers ' like to move I
around more and take more time i
away from work, he said.
Walker's friend, attorney Robert
C. Webster, had a sister who was
, also a lawyer and who was con•
' suiting, or contracting, with firms. ,
' She did it by worn of mouth and
connections tho'ugh W lk
an
er, had
a who
.
•
then
aerospace engineer

.' t
· pti v .C ..nt.rac
roin•itiiifl~~
t1 ' n ~·
' -.:lil (•I, dene
' .d. ,·,nu/Corltinufl(/.f
I ,
.
·" ' II " ,• 1 0•1 ,11 r ,~,,,
per hour for eadt hour there.
I thitwna $10
.
'
I

·.
e consulta~t "."orks . . · ' ·
:urek ~aid the consultants
~,ght assist with civil li~igation .
discovery, ma,ke law and motion
app~a~ances or perform some
spec1a ty work such as. handling a
patent, tradem~rk r_egrnt~ation or
'
aspectsofsecu nties htigation .
The law firm has hired Carole
S
f
·t
.
U
t
rece
a
Ornes
n_ niversi Y O an
D . '
e igo panl'c!lal graduate , as .
As~oc1~te Co~nsel's administrator
an . so e emp oyee. It has rented office space for the company on_ the
19th floor, of the Great Mnencan ·
bu1ldmg, two floors below the law

On Contract Basis·:·
To Open Office Sept. 1;
State Bar Investigat es ' ,, ,
Issue Of 'Fee Splitting'
By JOE NABBEFELD
San Diego Daily Transcript Ste tr Writer

Long ago, lawyers agreed in
their code of professional ethics not
to hire people to hunt down busi•
ness for them - not to have people
hand out divorce lawy~rs' cards in
wedding chapels, let's say .
Now that rule puts a slight hesi· 1
tation in~ a budding industry in .
wbich companies collect fees for
connecting independent ' lawyers
who need work - such as those 1
who want to go part-time or ·tern· \
porary· - with law firms that get "'.
surges of more work than th','Y can .

firm.

1

t

hapdle.
'fhe six-lawyer firm ilf Endeman, \
Lincoln, Turek & Heater · has \
de~ided to form apparently the first
co~pany here coordinating this
lawyer consultant system, "but I
can't stop stressing that we view
the ethics question as par'amount,"

said Kenneth Turek. . '
The firm's new company, to be
called Associate Counsel and owrt·
ed individually,0by the firm's six at·
tomeys, plans to · start ' business
•
..; " ..,··
! Sept. i !
Meanwhile, it has " asked the
State Bar's Office bf Professional
Standards to issue· a formal state•
·· ment that the company doesn't vio•
,. late th~ ~ode of prof~s~io'liiil1ethic~' ..
prohibition of"fee splitting. ' - ~ 1
Turek said the Bar !\as indicated ,
the ,~ udy ' c~pld t!k~ ',up ' to two ::,
years\" Karen Betzer' . director of
profeJsional competence in the i
standards office, heads the study. ·i
Betzet ' couldn't be reached to j
comment and a Bar spokeswoman
• said no statement will be made tm·
ti! the'study is complete.
Associate Counsel will compile a
list of .l awyers who, for one reason
or another, want to act as con·
sultants-for-hi re - lawyers who
want to go part-time or temporary
so the}'. can spend more time rais- l' ·
ing families or for health reasons; ~ .
young ·ones still getting started; ;:;
specialists with esoteric niches;
those• who just plain like roving '
from assignment · to assignment, ·.
and law professors who want to r
keep a hand in the' teal world or '.

~

I

I

augment their income.

· ·

both done independent contractin
and hired other ~ontractors in tha~
business, innoc~ntly asked wh
Webster's .~iste; didn't use a~
help her find indepenagency
dent contrilcting opportunities

to

·

" Ev~rybody . said they' ve been
th inkmg of domg that and a light
bulbjus_t went off in our heads."
Associate Counsel came about
here because Endeman, Lincoln,
Turek & Heater had a surge of ·
cases and went · looking for law
st udents to help out. Finding
enough of the right people turned
out harder than expected and, "We
would have used a service if there
had been one," so they decided to ,

one.
D.C., agreed that's the general fe~ I1 form
up
"Now copy cats are popping 011
'
arrangeme.;t, ·
Walker's company, which has of- overnight," said Walker. Many •
fices in Los Angeles and Nuw York, ly . last six months, he said, and
plans its next one in Detroit and some appear to say they have more
envisions one in ev.~ry metropoli- atto_rneys in their portfolio of
tan area, varies the rate by region avatl'!ble contractors than they re1 a lly do. "There's a difference beup to $15 per hour, he said. '
tween the number of resumes
"In most professions,", he said
"it's been standard for firms to us; received and how many meet our
indepe ndent contractors wh e n Slandards," he said. Of Counsel
workloads spurt up and down. And Inc. and Project Profession al pro·
it's accepted practice for 8 company v,de the service in Los Angeles.
to be paid lo centralize and ra- Lawyers On Call in Detroit has
tionalize the finding of these peo- gone out of business, he said.
The concept took its worst
pie. But there's no such thing in
beating whe n the New York Asso,
th,~ legal profession!· • '·I' 1
Up to 10,_ maybe even five years ciation of the Bar issued a con•
, ago, ~peral1?ns of this sort just troversial statement suggesting
weren t possible. You didn't work . the contractor system has the
for the con•
,
1 for_~ law firm, you married· it. The , built-in temptation
for
ab1hty to find good people to in• ,. ttacted lawyers to pad the bills
more hours - thus raising what
the middl e-man firm makes under the threat of the middle-man
removing that lawyer from its list.
Wr"ker countered that this
temptation exists and is adequatei ,. ly dealt with in every lawyer-client
relationship and is no stronger in
independent contracting.
The American Bar Association
has a study going now that some
expect will come out in October.
. Walker said he somehow has
learned that the study will say that
legal mdependent contracting "is
useful resource." ,
\ an important and

f

I 't 1

The company will advertise and
provide resumes to law firms that
respond with calls for help·. When .
one of the consultants lands a job ·~
with a firm, then the firm will pay
the consultant an agreed-upon •
·1 hourly rate, $50 per hour, perhaps, ;;
l!nd pay Associate Cou el . an ad· ''
(Continued on Page IA)

!

Turek said charging the $10
,, hourly fee solely from the "hiring
. law firm" and taking nothing for
'the independent contracti"ng
lawyer avoids fee splitting. He said
similaroutfits doitthesamew ay.
t Eric Walker, a non-attorney col founder of 4-year -o ld T.he
Lawsmiths · in Sa n Francisco
. which · Walker-said is the second'. ,;
oldest firrri of this type in the coun• ·
try behind one in Washington

,1
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JDeBolts, famous fo_r :,adoPti?ns, settle into ar.e,:i life
..
: -:~~< ·:Couple in demand worldwide f<?! inspirational talks .about their experiences }
~1 Dana Steckbauer

....

.n1,bune St.all Writer

:.r

~1'he story of Dorothy and Bob DeBilli is an internationa l one .
• h ey have appeared on network
!!°"vision, spoken around the world
written books about their 20 children, more than half of whom were
di;la bled when the DeBolts adopted
t!)_qm. c.·
.
~ ~ow living in El Cajon, the celelii'fted couple are trying to break
inJi> §an_Diego's.speaking_cir.cuil _;_:_
l:°' Corothy DeBolt, 64, had been a
widow for seven years before she
!Jlet Bob. She was earning extra
n;ipney telling service clubs about the'
i ills of adopting four children. .;. ·
~>Bob, now 5.7, was president of a ·
iiiistruction company and a gifted _
jpkpirational speaker at business
cijlventions.
·; ,When the two were married in
1970, Dorothy had 10 children. She
~ d new husband set out on a nine~ adopting spree.
~ y 1979, the _couple lived in Pied- - ·
inont, Calif.. and had 20 children.
.__ _ _ _ __
F$-teen were adopted - children
'!Vil!> were orphaned, abandoned ,
abl!Sed, war-wounded, physically disal!~ or emotionally scarred.
. .,, "~ _ ,, .
~$ince moving here last year, the
Oell<>lts have spoken to alumni at the
Consider, f~r instance, the story
lJi!/Versity of San Diego, to parents they tell
about their son J.R.
ot el!ila,eo 11i~1 Bofili's Syudrome · When patients
they adopted the boy from
at!d:to Tri-City Medical Center's pul- . New York in 1974, he was 10 years
lJ!.Ollary rehabilitation patients. .
old, blind and paralyzed from the
~f.ulmonary rehabilitation pa- waist down. J.R. had been shuttled
tieols?
· from one temporary home to anoth,.,., . eople ·who have pulmonary dis- er. Doctors said he would never
orders, it's like they have to adapt in walk.
th~r life - not only them, their
"He had been treated that way by
(fa91ilies) have to adapt," said Jen- everyone he came in contact with,"
nifer Velez. community relations Dorothy recalled. "He had no desire
coordinator at Tri-City, in Oceanside. to prove himself. This is a little boy
"(Poctors) felt (the DeBolts) would be who could have easily wasted away."
.: .- motivational"
:The patients have breathing dtsorInstead, the boy's new parents
~rs such as chronic bronchitis, em- made demands. They challenged,
physema and asthma. Some have to they prodded, they encouraged. They
Cli(I· around oxygen tanks, take speinsisted that their son think about
~l medication and learn breathing what he had, not what he was missecrcises. Even a simple chore like ing.
b(pShing their teeth may require
J.R. not only survived. he learned
CC3Icentrati on.
to walk with braces and crutches.
<'They are truly challenged to meet ran for student body president. He
He
lilt in a different way tha n you and I grad~_ated f:om hiqh school
with hon-

•

1.-·

. The DeBolts' story bas been recounted worldwide and was the subject of the 1979 Academy Award-winning documentary "Who Are the DeBolts?" A television version of the
story won an Emmy and has been
shown In 48 countries.
They have given more than 1,000
speeches in this country and abroad,
and often are booked a year in advance to speak at meetings of business people, teachers and service
clubs.
"··
.
The couple have earned commendations from Presidents Nixon, Ford ·
and Reagan.
,
1
Dorothy is one of the fe"lf. women
given the highest speaking award
from the National Speakers Association. Their 10-year-old business, DeBolt Productions, churns out cassettes, videos and books that tell
their tale and offer inspiration on
self-development, families and careers.

~p

The DeBolts relate experiences surrounding the adoption of 20 children
born with no arms or legs. ·that's enough,' " Dorothy said. "And I
"There's a girl society would look would go to my room and
on as this poor, helpless, torso of a 'weep at her struggle .. . not only
(I) would
child," Dorothy said.
mutter some .. . obscenities
But Karen was stubborn. For in- anger ·and frustration and in my
stance, she insisted on learning how 'Why are we doing this? She's think,
never
to walk down the stairs with her going to be able to do this.'
"
prostheses. She hounded her mother
But the next day, Karen would be
to help her, day after day after day.
by the stairs "pleading to try it
"Sometimes, after working with again," she said.
her, I would be the one who said, 'OK,
By Christmas Day, Karen was able

to give het."!atber- a surprise gift: She
walked five steps down the stairs.
Today, Karen if.' :It and in the
words of her parents, a "gorgeous"
woman and a gifted musician. She
plays the marimba holding· mallets
in hooks that serve as hands.
The DeBolts recently wrote to the
El Cajon and San Diego school districts, as well as some Christian
schools, offering to speak for a reduced fee.

, I
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Trepte Adding Additio_n To U§_[J Law Library

the 'existing
Trepte Construct ion Co. has received a $3 million _, 36,764-squ are-foot remodelin g of
began in
addition
new
the
on
Work
building.
.,
·
~
e
h
t
contract to construct an addition to
be fully
will
building
library
the
said
King
·June.
·
Research
Legal
and
Library
of San Diego's Law
on,
constructi
of
phase
first
the
operation al during
Center building. Mike King, Trepte president, said
and
Schulnik
&
Gerber
Simpson,
by
designed
this will be the first phase of a two-phase project
slated for completio n in June next year.
to include the 25,629-squ are-foot addition and a

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
f_
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089) '
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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Academic takes 1
rosier view th~n i
Cawthorne dqes '.;
By Sharon F. driffin
Starr WrJtet

•

Meanwhile, yesterday's hourlong
debate included questions from audi. ence members, most ol whom threw
their applause to the side of the Coalition for a Balanced Environment.

I

·/

I

Will growth controls in San Diego
hurt blacks, Hispanics and the poor?
That issue was debated yesterday.
before a crowd of about 120 at the
',
black-activist Catfis, Club,
"Growth contral..will not harm t~e
1 black community," a1gued Peter N••
varro, an economics professor at the
UniGelhity of ~n~ego who supife" initiative.
e "Qua11 y
por
The measure seeks to limit futu~e
to as few as
c!_ty
the
in
housing starts
, 4,000 a year for the nert 20 years. t'
"Growth controls are going to
bring resources back into the Inner
city, and (create) eco!Omic activity
closer to the black community," Navarro said. "And in <ertain areas,
such as affordable hoJsing, expansion of mass transit .. , growth con•
trol can provide benefitJ."
Herb Cawthorne and Lionel Van
Deerlin, leaders of the qiposing Coalition for a Balanced !lnvironment,
',
~
argued otherwise.
"We need to have ·)ow-income
housing but how do you -get low-income housing if you ~op everything?" asked Cawthorne, executivf
·
director of the Urban Leacue.
"I don't call this the 'no-growth'
initiative, I call this the 'no,hope' ini• 1
"No ho~ l
tiative," Cawthorne sald.f
for me to buy a house, no h for m~ ,
to\tak
to get a job, no hope for
, l
care of my family." · I 1!
a~
Cawthorne even donned "evicf
:
thi(t
Jloint
his
illustrate
to
ed" sign
growth controls will lead to housing
evictions for minorities and Ile poor; ;
Yesterday's debate ultimately will i
be decided on Nov. 8 when San Diego I
residents cast their vote on twb mea,.
sures that could have far-re~ching 1
effects on residential development. : I
One measure is ba~k~d by the C~ty I
Council and could hm1t residential
construction to 7,590 units ~I year
through 1993. Competing witn that
measure is the Quality of Life lnitia'
live, which seeks to limit new ~ou5;ing to as few as 4,000 to 6,000 a1year I
until 2010.
Members of the newly formed CO'alition for a Balanced Environmenl i
have not stated whether they 1wiil
side with \he city. The building indusl,
try has y~t to reveal its hand, al• 1
though it rr;iay oppose both inftla:, :
1
I
·'
'
'- lives.
. ai I
' ~
;!
See Cap on Pa e 8-9
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, At times, the debaters stooped to
taking personal jabs at each other,
,with Navarro poking at Cawthorne's
; "rhetoric" and "oratory," and
' Cawthorne in turn switching to his
"urtiversity" voice to please the pro·
. fessor.
.~·Navarro also accused the coalition
of being backed by the building industry. Former Rep. Van Deerlln, Jj.
San Diego, and Cawthorne both del!,1~d the charge,
~• Cawthorne argued that housing
caps will create "ghettos like Compton in Los Angeles. I'm not saying we
don't need growth controls. We do.
But we dpn't need to lake a meat-ax
approacr 1
· ,, "When Ibis economy is made to
sneeze,' black people and Hispanics
will get pneumonia," Cawthorne
added .. "So we don't want this economy to .ii)eeze, we want ii to be lnan- ·
·
' aged:".... - ~~· ...
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liow-G~owth
Splits Groups
Diego
in San
- 9C~
Iniffiit1 ves Will Be
on Ballot in City,
County Elections
I'd ,·ather be Inwne Diego.

Bumper etlc ker m•~••a• ··.

By DAVID M. KINCHEN,
Times Sta ff Writer

SAN DIEGO~ Insane is what
observers or the real estate market
here migh t become if they try to
reconcile the conflicting facts and
figures.
The cit,- is currently operating
under. an interim development ordinance that limi ts, among other
building, housing starts to 8,000 a
year. On July 29, the Ci ty Council
First of two articles on devel~
o~ment issuos in San Diego.

e

-Archite ct's model of The Courtya rd shows
slender; Beau~ Arts-sty le, 40-story skyscra per
" ~

-··~-

.

•

•

,.
j

nsmg above low-rise building s in downto wn
redevel opment area.
· . San Diego ' s •_'Marina
I
•••
-'.:' ' . d• •.I
-~)' ~•• _(
•

,,

' •'.

:1

'

n. (.First permits for the first quarter of this
munities, from Oceanside and Del · according to the associatio
in San Diego, fa r below the
to El Cajon on the · was Los Angeles- Long Beach, with · year for the same period In 1987.
north
the
on
Mar
to
element
-use
land
its
adopted
County, 3,900
Orange
by
followed
38,640,
San
so
growth,
limiting
·
replace an interim developm ent· cast, are
Stuard said. '
Diego lack.• the affordable hciuslng - wllh-15,340).
. a
ordinance passed last yea~. This Is
NAHB Presiden t Dale Stuard, an · · Economi st Peter Navarro
and Los
Orange
that
valves
safety
Life"
of
Life Initia of
"Quality
a
Quality
to
e
the
, backer of
an alternativ
the
In
have
initiati ve that wou ld drasticall y . Angeles counties the. Antelope
tive, accuses building trade associland Empire and
ations of "waving the bloody shirt· ·
reduce that number of housi ng
.
.
•
~ely.
'the
respectiv
in
voters
Valley,
by
by blaming U1e _cyclica l decline i'n
•
starts, if appro ved
attract
As part of its· efforts ·le.
Nov. 8 elec tion.
building on growth-c ontrol mea·
City
the
,
n
peop le lo downtow
, sures.
On top of this, the county will
• • .• '
··
Devel
City
Qentre
the
and
Council
have t wo growth -manage ment
opment Corp. (CCOC ) has apD
measures on the ballot, covering
.
proved a $52 - milllon, 40 -story •
Judging by the census fig ures
unincorporated aveas, but to be
develal/retail
residenti
e
mixed-us
and estimates. a lot of people would
voted on by all the electorat e. The
bpment called The Courtyar d in the
county Board of Superv isors unrather be "Insane Diego, "
l area
residentia
town
down
budding
week.
last
San Diego County. with 1,862.000
measures
veiled its
known as the Marina development
There will also be a county
people in the 1980 census, was the
.
4)
ge
oryonPa
relatedst
(See
area.
state's thi rd most popu lous county,
equivalen t of the "Quality of Li fe"
San Diego County ranked eighth
behind Los Angeles (7,477,000)
initiati ve, according to Kim Kil last year In single and Orange (1 ,933,000). according
kenny, legislative counsel of the • in the nation l building permits,
residentia
family
to the Western Econom ic Research
Construction Industry Federation.
Nathe
to
according
15,400,
with
San
of
hic re"Residents of the city
Orange County-b ased builder, said · <;o., Encino. The demograp
Builders.
Home
of
.
Assn
tional
five
t
leas
at
face
ll
wi
Dlego
have a , search firm estimates that San
( First was Atlanta . with 31,570, -growth -control measures activity.
million
2.5
have
will
County
growth -con trol ballot measu,·cs in
Diego
"chilling effect on building
followed by Washington, 29,◄ 40,
Novembe r."" Kilkenny said. adding
reside1\ ts In 1990, almost 700.000
For ·example, trl San Diego, new
rto,
Bernardl
San
eRiversid
and
cities
18
that 12 of the county's
mor e than a decade before.
hon\e construc tion has already
.
28,530.)
already have some form of growth
Accord111g to Mike ~Inng or
dropped off considerably." •
San Di~go was third in mulllfam control.
, , Pita•••• • SAN DIEG Page 4
.
al
residenti
, were 2,680
The~e
,,
,
•
•
15,po
with
year,
last_.
permits
lly
com,
Virtually all the suburban
.. _, .·,:~ .J· . :
,•J . ,t.:r"
:._
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'Guidelines need to .
be 1·nst1·tuted ,. ··;
developers can
respond by
.
formulating .'
p,rograms aro.u,nd
them.' .
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' of the Houston/Dallas/Den- election, heads the La Jolla 'Group,
calls "Intelligent growth."
, ment
"San Diego, has the opportunity
a political consulting firm.
ver pattern.
to learn from the lessons of Orange.
San Diegans for Mana ged
He has served as an adviser to
,,1
and Los Angeles counties about the
Growth was organized to pass the
the City Council in its efforts to
Western Economic Resear,:h, San
Proposition A growth-manageperils of unplanned growth," he
work out a growth-management
Diego County already has passed
ment measure, the first in San
said, adding that from his perspeclnlUatlve, he said. As for the arguOrange County to gain the secondtive, San Diego and its suburbs are
Otego. Proposition A was adopted
ment that growth control would
place spot, He estimates its current
In 1985, he said, leading to the
doing a better job than its neigh"shut down" the San Diego econopopulation at 2,347,400, compared
current scramble for growth-manbors to the north. ·
my, Navarro points to a study made
to the 1988 estimate of 2,249,500 In
agement Initiatives.
for the council by UC Berkeley,
His firm Is a Costa Mesa-based
Orange County.
"Our sensitive lands elem ent
which shows that a hypothetical
architectural and engineering firm
If the Quality of Life tnlliatlve
annual building permit cap of 4,500 ' bastcatly tells builders where they
that . numbers among Its clients
passes In November, Robert Morcan build by telling them where
would result In a minuscule 3%
both 'residential and non-residenris, executive vice president of the
they can't," Glaser said. "We want
decline In building · construction
tial developers.
Building Industry Assn. of San
·~~
· to eliminate building on ridges, tn
_. employment In San Diego.
Diego, believes that San Diego
flood plains and In other sensitive
D
Bob Glaser of Sah Dlegans for
could find Its attractlveness to •
areas. There Is plenty of space to
Managed Growth said that <his
Navarro, an economist In the
employers diminishing and evenbutld tn areas like Tterrasanta."
School of Business al t h ~ I - · group doesn't favor a numerical
tually disappearing.
ty of San Diego, believes the reacgrowth limit, such as that mandat"We could find ourselves In the
edbytheQualltyofLtfelnlilatlve.
Next week: Non-reoldentlol
tlon oF the building community to
same kind of situation as 1957 and
theQualltyofLifelnttlatlvegrossly
Glaser, an unsucces~ful City_. con•lructlon la booml~r In San
1960, when General Dynamics laid
misrepresent• the measure. .
• ,Co'9lctl candlclate In the re~ent _;: Diego.
off thousands of engineers," he
The Initiative ts a comprehensjve
,i/ '
'
said . ."Long-established companies
growth-management plan i• thiil ;/
could decide to expand elsewhere,
would
force
San
Diego
to
grow
or even move to a place where ',
housing Is more affordable."
· within tts means-not a nefarlous0
plot to strangle, a robust economy i
He said that based on 8,100 unlls
by a bunch of radicals, he argues.
.]
produced In ..1!387, the 4,000-unlt
limit would represent .a 50% de"The only way th.e number of 1
cline-what he termed a meat-ax
permits wlll fall to the 4,000 units 1
approach to growth control. •
per year level criticized 'by the ·,,1
With continued population
Butlding Industry Assn. and much · J
growth and llmlled housing proof the news media IS If all of the
following happens,
'
ductlon, home ptlc,e s can only go
up, Morris said.
· ·· ·
·
"The city fatls to ensure an
adequate water supply, falls to
Chang.. In Job■
acquire an additional landfill site,
He believes that policies of artifi- . fails to meet federal requirements
cial building permit caps do.nothing
for air quality and fatls to Improve
to stop growth. Availability of jobs
traffic congestion," he said. · "A 1
could change, with longtime comfailure to meet these standards
panies opting to go where, housing
would be the height of lrresponst- .
11 more affordable, he said.
btllty and iead to the de facto Los ·
Thanks to large numbers of
Angeltzation of San Diego.'' ··, · .
retirees, Including many former
Spreading
military personnel, San Diego per
capita Incomes are below those of
Navarro further argues that
Orange and Los Angeles counties; 1 growth management wili actually
Morris said . .
be good for construction workers,
The development community In
assuring them of steady employSan Diego believes In what Jerry
ment over a longer period of time
Clar _e, president of the Keith <;:os., . than would unrestralne/f develop-
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! Stai e ~~r Discipline, Dues Bills Clear,Se nate Jud icia ry Pan e
-:;2..

9'6'?.By TOM DRESSI.AR

form the discipline system) . In that three-year
Under AB 4391, basic dues for 1989 would be
period, (bar officials) have made tremendous $245 for lawyers in practice for three years or
SACRAMENTO - Legislation that would progress."
more, $177 for those in practice for between one
fund historic reforms of the State Bar's lawyer
Presley said if the package becomes law, and three years, and $146 for those in practice
discipline system and set basic dues for two California " may well have the model bar asso- for
less than one year. In 1990, the dues would
years Tuesday cleared a key Senate hunlle. ciation in the nation."
be S268, $200, and $169, respectively.
AB 4391 by Assembly ~eeaker Wiljje Brown,
Brown had delayed Judiciary Committee acThe California District Attorneys AssociaD-San Francisco, narrow1y passed the Senate tion on AB 4391 until Presley agreed to amend tion
(CDAA) opposed A1l,;:,'9r.The CDAA conJudiciary Committee on a 6-2 vote, the bare SB 1498 to require the bar to add two public tended
majority needed for passage. Committee members to the bar Board of Governors. hardshipthe huge increase would work a
on local prosecutors.
I
Chairman Bill Lockyer, D-Hayward, and Vice I Brown and the Senate Rules Committee would
•· Chairmap Ed Davis, R-Northridge, dissented. each aopoint one of the additional public ' CDAA Executive Director Gary Mullen said
· ··
. The measure now gOes to the Senate Appro- membe::-s.
priations Committee. It should have little trouBrown sought the change because the As· - ble getting out of the fiscal panel, since the sembly speaker and Senate rules panel lost -;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
chairman, Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside, their appointments to the Review Department is the author of the second component of the under SB 1498.
a few counties like Los Angeles pay their prosetwo-bill dues package, SB 1498.
cutors' annual dues. But he added most counAB 4391 would raise total dues for most Cali- ties offer district attorneys a training/ dues
Presley's measure would enact landmark
fornia
lawyers
from
the
1988
level of $277 to package as part of their benefits. ff the dues
discipline system reforms, including professionalizing the State Bar Court that adjudi- $417 in 1989. The 1988 figure includes ongoing increase, less of,that money is available for
fees of $25 for discioline and the Client training, said Mullen.
cates discipline complaints. That would be annual
Security Fund, $10 for the Building Fund and $2
accomplished by replacing the volunteer law- for the discipline
monitor.
Committee member Milton Marks, D-San
yers who now decide cases with administrative
. co expressed
cern that district t
Francis
law judges in the Hearing and Review
•
con
In addition to those ongoing.fees, Brown's
a·
departments.
measure would impose a three-year OISCI· torneys would ask county governments to pay
·
pline enhancement" fee of $110 to fund the their increased dues.
The two bills' fates are linked, so that they reforms in SB
Said Mullen, " the bulk of the impact for my
both must be enacted for either to become law. for lawyers who1498. Basic dues in 1988 are $215 association will be in rural counties. "
, A member of the Judiciary Committee, Pres- years or more, have been in practice for three
But bar lobbyist Mark Harris said, " I'm not
ley said before the vote, ,"this bill and SB 1498 tween one and $147 for those in practice be- aware
three years, and $116 for those in
of any local government opposition to
culminate almost a three-year effort (to re- practice less
I this bill.
than one year.

stat e NeW S

'

And bar President P. Terry Anderlini of San
Mateo said most local prosecutors " make a
comfortable living" in comparison to private
practitioners. The large dues hike, he added,
"works a hardship on them. But it works a
hardship 'on a lot of other people."
The CDAA also contended district attorneys
should not have to pay the $25 Client Security
Fundfee, sincetheydono thandleclients ' money. Th~ CSF is used to reimburse clients who
have tlieir money stolen by their attorneys.
"We:feel we're subsidizing the Client Security Fund," said Mullen.
Anderlini responded that the CSF originated
as " a gesture from the legal profession to the
public" that ripped-{)ff clients would not go
uncompensated. H district attorneys gained an
exemption from the fee, he added, other groups
would seek the same privilege.
Anderlini said, "Only 50 percent of the lawyers in California· hold .trust accounts. " Using
CDAA's logic, one-half of the state's 110,00 active attorneys should not ,havf),.to pay the CSF
fee, he added.
/'
The association also said district attorneys
are not prone to the most common discipline
problems.
But bar Discipline Monitor Robert~~tb .
said, " Deputydistric tattorneysarei nthe (discipline) system in numbers that are very disturbing ... They should pay their fair share."
Mullen disputed Fellmeth's figures , saying

the. bar surveyed only larger 1;0unties. Th~
CDAA's own study .of all 58 counties, he addea.
found that the disetpline prob~em among }ocal
prosecutors ts much less than 1tamong pnvate
practitioners.
·
Anderlini noted 36 local bar associations
have endorsed the dues package. He said,
"They want a good discipline system, and they
arewillingtop ayforit, " hintingdistric tattorneys should also be willing to bite the bµllet .
The committee did not adopt amendments to
address the CDAA's concerns. And sources indicated that the association would drop its effort to secure favorable amendments in light of
the committee's actio,!)"'
- -------•
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"Luke: Gospel of the Spirit," a
series of lectures by Reverend
Jack Lindquist, will begin Sept.
11 and continue for eight
consecutive Sunday evenings. It
__ will be held at the Lutheran
-Church of the Incarnation in
Poway. Sponsored by the
,' Institute for Christian Ministries.
;Call 260-4784 for details.
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/3 .Il~winatei io'~t~!DiStfkt app~~Js .court
r-

Hudman, Nare_s, ~t';
Froehlich are : ·" · '
gove~nor's _choices : ·
By Lorie Hearn • ·
Staff Writer

·

• ; ..:.N'f:'

·

.

I

In a single ~w~eping gesture, Gov. '
Deukmejian yesterday filled · all \
. three openings on San Diego's 4th 1t
District Court of Appeal, two with , .
Superior Court judges who recently
presided over · murder trials that
· ran~ among ~e,1 county's most cele" :
, •'-, '. t
· · ' •¢,;· ·•
: brated.
Nominated to the appellate court ·'
were Judge Richard D. Huffman, 49;
File Phpto ,
~
/
Judge Gilbert Nares, 45; and former '.
<:;/,'
Judge Richard Huffman
Froehlich
Charle~
Judge
;
W.
Judge Gilbert Nares ·
Judge C~arles
t Superi~r ·Court
Jr., 59, who retired from
Presided over Peyer trials
1, Froehlich
County
North
lff
years
O
1
Recently In private practlc_e
,. ,..._ ,. . .
'
the bench in 1982. '
:,
J'
'I
/
,
· , Huffman's nomination was expectfriends to kill her husband and share
I ed by many in the legal community: "said Huffman, who was vacationing , Huffman's trial skills and experi- in the insurance money.
observers,
legal
by
lauded
were
ence
scraping
yesterday,
Angeles
who had long predicted that the well- , . In Los
The governor's choices were comI. known former prosecutor and the. paint from the rQOf of his mother's as were those of Nares, . a Superior
:.·
· I,
Court judge in North County for the plimented yesterday by San Diego
, judge who presided over the two tri- ' house.
He characterized° his 20 years of past 10 years, who presided over the County Bar President Edward Huntals of former CHP officer Craig
experience and 16 years as a - county's most expensive murder ington, who expressed surprise only
trial
,, Peyer would be elev~ted.
year In the convic- that ,F.roehlich hat decided to re"It's fantastic. I'm delighted. What law professor as his "principal as- trial. It ended last
!
sets," but then laughingly added, "be- tion of Laura Troiani, an Oceanside
1 more can I say? I spent a lot of years
See Judges on P ge A-20
. trying to qualify for that position,'\,· · sides being charming.'!... · ", 'T ,· •~-., ' · woman who plotte,d with her Marin~

e

'

'

i,

,.

______,-·
A-20
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J dges: ,Govern_or fills
~ppeals court vacancies ·
i':3
~~
I

I

Continued from A-1
The entire district however also inenter the judicial arena.
\J
·· eludes the countie; of Orang~. River"1 have no argument with any of . side, San Bernardino and Inyo counthem," Huntington said. "I think they. ties. • " ,
·
all are excellent choices."
·,'· The governor's San Diego appoint- ·
Froehlich yesterday said his • ments are expected to be easily con- ..
strengths are 10 years on the Superi- firmed by the Commission on ·Judi- ,
or Court bench coupled with a recent cial Appointments, a three-member
six years of law practice.
panel which is expected to con~uct a ·
"From my perception and legal- public hearing on the nominatlohs in
social orientation, the appellate ',. about a month.
....:
courts in California at the present.
Huffman spent his career in the
time have a significant opportunity public spotlight, handling 'high-pro- J
to shape the law in what I consider to . file prosecutions wit~ both the state ·I
be positive fashions,'' he said.
·. : attorney general's office and the San
1
· . The local nominations bring to :,: Diego district attorney's office.
'. •
seven the number of appellate court .
He won such convictions as those
appointments the Republican gover- " . of mobster Aladene "Jimmy the
nor has made in. San Diego. All three -, Weasel" · Fratianno for conspiracy
nominees are Republicans and were and Robert Alton Harris for the capi- .
among six court of appeal nomina-, tal murder 'of two Mira Mesa teen: '
lions announced yesterday. The other ~ ,agers.
three were on the 6th District Court ~· ·· ' His l3$t celebrated prosecution,
of Appeal in San Jose. ·· . •, !, ' ·, .,
.• however, was of former San Diego
• With the appointments, the 4th. Mayor . ~oger Hedgecock, whom
District in San Diego grows from a Huffman successfully convicted of
' six-member bench to eight, an ex- conspiracy and perjury charges after
. pansion approved last year by the " a first jury deadlocked. If Huffman is
state Legislature. Judges in Division.~. confirmed, he will join William L.
1 of the 4th District rule on cases in :•, Todd Jr., the trial judge on the
San Diego and · Imperial counties. Hedgecock C3$e, on the appellate
"··
, • .1
·
·
court. r
' · 1
'
. · Huffman, who will fill the vacancy · ,
.created by the retirement of Edward
T. Butler, was appointed to the Super tior Court bench by Deukmejian in I
•·. 1985 and presided over both the trial ; I
• and retrial of Peyer for the murd_er , .!
' 1 , of San Diego State University stu', dent Cara Knott. ,
' Huffman stole the spotlight at
times with a variety of rulings, in- ,1
eluding those involving a San Diego _.'
Union reporter's refusal to divulge
~ additional information about a lie de• tector test Peyer took that was dis. · closed in print during the trial. The
, rulings sent , the. defense unsuccess-

ab .
r See Judges o~ Pa}\~·21
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Edumund G. '. 'Jerry" Brown Jr;T 1.
:'~andidates. \l·:,.> r:; i,/'. · ',.':"' : ~~:. '.,. Gov.
Froehlich, who earned a reputa• \
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Nares has presided in civil, ddinesent and thorough on the l
.and criminal divisjons of the Su- tion as dilig d six years ago to pur- 1
'.tic
the
fully to the 4th_ District, where
perior, Court in Vista, most recently bench, retireership in an Escondido ;
full case soon _will be ~ppeale~.
ni trial: In 1981, how•:'f"l.sue a partn
his avocado 1,
Nares, who -was on vacation and over 'the Troia
ed an .Qceanside. con- winery;.~ -take care of.
enter
4eL
,
ever
,
t
men
com
for
ed
reach
be
practice busin ·
could not
over rent control that went ,'• orchar~ ·and to . ' ·L • ' : ·\ •,
rsy
trove
'
t
cou~
a
for
orted
su~p
w~s.
,
rday
·
yeste
'·
ur .~ears until _itf~ac~~d ~e · •: 1,w::1·~ -y expressed frustrartedl
of app al ~sibon .m. 198~ by Repubh:-:,:: on .forfo
repo
He
,.
;.
,
.'.
r'
·r.
,
·
,.'
t.
Cour
me
7 ~mc acbvists,.. w~o threat ..J state suete
1
e system upon bis ·
justic
can Hisp
the
with
tion;::
'
twice ·declared ·the · city's
~
;~~
/
ec-'
re-el
s
a~
meJi
Deuk
~ut
n that yester ' ' .
sit
ratio
to
e~ed,
rol;. ordirJ,nces ,. affecting ·,'·departure, a fr~sthave been replaced,i
bon campai~n on t~e,b~~18 that the renn sqµt
to
ared
e 'parks ,unconstitutional, J day appe
gove_r~or f~iled. to a~pomt enough ,..' ·mobile hoi;n
an eagerness to have a role1in ·;
~ ;•la "decision ..that ~as overturned by ~: ,with
q~~h,fle1m~p~~if ·,t~ .1
the law on ~e· ap~llate. \
ing
shap
,
Tb~ Supteme Court
rict.
,Dist
4th
the
_.;
,
.
,
,:i'
·
.···
·,
\
,,.,
· , :_
sitlo.ns.
the case, leav- , court. ,
hear
to
ed
refus
ly
final
J
Sep!
ee,·
in
degr
ced
law
surfa
his
ved
The discontent
t the appellate court ruling. '.·: ' Froehlich recei
tember when -Deukrrtejian appointed · \ jng intac uate of the Qniversity of . from the University of California, J
Todd to an appellate seat that local :·• A grado law sch · Nares was in.. Berkeley, ·where he later taught fod
Hispanics had been eyeing·for Nares. •·~ San Die ,practice , in Oceanside for two years. He was in private_prac- ·
At the time, peukmejian•~1 judicial.,.,, 'p 1vae s before his appointment to .,· tice until his appointment t~ the Su-- ,
appointments secretary, , Marvin .' eight year l Court· in 1976 and then .I perior Court be11ch in i972 by1 Ronald
icipa
· ; ,..,,, ·, • .·-: •
·. ·
Baxter, said Todd's appointment was · the Munr·or Court in·1978 by. former ,. Reagan. . ·
.
SuAA
to
:t
,
fied
:
quali
'
ral
·
seve
g
•.
·
a close call amon
';_;, ~•.,, 4 I· •,,.,.,:. , •;!,'''
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in Bigger··.Law Firms
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S.D. Volunteer Legal Program Seeks _,::: :,
to Add More Heavy Hitters to Roster:-·
By

Jk~M'H i ARREN, .Times ~ta/I ~riter · , ·

, ·

,

t; ,

When Alberto Arevalo graduated from Stanford Universjt~ Law School
several years back, he had a wife, a child 1ffid a very large ebt. So, like
hundreds of other young attorneys, Arevalo hunted.for a high-paying job
with a prestigious Jaw firm, ultimately landing a coveted post with ~an
.
Diego-based Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps.
But for Arevalo, the challenge of managing a caseload and competing
with fellow associates on the long climb toward partner just wasn't enough.
Soon after arriving in town, he signed on with the. San Diego Volunteer
·
Lawyer Program, making room in
his frenetic schedule for poor peo•
pie in need of free legal help.
'Large firms are in a
· "I've always felt that an attorney
has a special, professional obligaposition to .
unique
tion to those who cannot otherwise
afford legal services," Arevalo said.
bono
provide
- "Pro bono work is something I. ·
services because of
.simply feel committed to doing."
_,. · Among his brethren at the large,
their infrastructure
high-powered legal firms of San
Diego, Arevalo is something of a. · and support systems, . ·
·
·
rarity.
While the Volunteer Lawyer .the expertise of their
Program has a bank of 820 attorneys it regularly taps to provide , attorneys .. r'
legal assistance on nori-criminal
Carl Poirot
cases to the indigent, only a small
Volunteer Lawyer Progrnn\.
fraction hails from sizable, widely
known firms like Luce, Forward.
paralegals to substantial financial
. Instead, most of those sharing their
assets-that enable them to tackle
. legal skills with needy clients are
probably those least able to afford · complicated cases likely to result in
long, expensive court battl es.
it-attorneys who either practice
Moreover, a well-regarded firm
alone or work in small, two- and
brings clout to a case and gives lhe
t_h ree-partner operations. .
No one questions the diligence · client's complaint instant credibil ity in the eyes of judges and the
and dedication of these Good Samaritans. But officials with the community.
"Large firms are .in a uniqu e
Volunteer Lawyer Program say
position to provide pro bono.servic the lack of support from San Diees because of their infrastructure
go's large, established legal firms
limits not only the volume of work and support systems; the experti~c
they can handle but also the com - of their attorneys and the qua Ii ly
plexity of the cases they are able to . control that . is built into .th ~ir
operations," said Carl Poirot, exec take on.
Unlike smaller law practices, utive director of the 5-year-old
firms like · Luce, Forward have Volunteer Lawyer Program. "Uj1 Plea~e see LEGAL, Png7 t 1
resources-from secretaries and ·

pro

llos Angeles <!limes

!~l~~~JBig Firms Asked to Help
fortunately, our most ac li ve volun-

~ leers have not been heavy 1 hitters ,

from th e big fi r ms."
·
Indeed, ol th e 1,070 San Dieg~
. l attorneys employed by the city's
I larges t 35 law firms, just 10 % are
1 parti cipary ts in the Volunteer La wj ye r Progr a m. Th ey rep rese nt
roug hl y one - eighth o l th e lawye rs
j who las t year aided J,700 clients at
no charge through th e San Diego
' organiza tion.
J Th e num be rs loo k s till bleaker
when Sa n Diego is com pared ·with

other Wes t Coast cities-many of
which, it s hould be noted, have
much older pro bono programs.
Jn Sa n F rancisco, one of two
well- es tablis hed volunteer lawyer
programs ex ists solely to link attorneys from large fi r ms with needy
clieots. Last year, 700 lawyers from
· th e ci\.)''s biggest firms contributed
time valued at more than $6 million. In · all, nea rl y 20% ol San

...

Francisco's' 10,000 attorneys take

cases on a pro bono basis-almost
Cauble th e rate in Sa n Diego.
Los Angeles County, meanwhile,

performs nearly one quarter of the
to4>I volunteer lega l work logged
In California eac h year. Roughly
1,800 atto rn e y s do nate tinte
through an 18 -year -old program
kno;yn as Public Counsel; 70% o(
. those: come from large law firm s. ·
Probono is a shortened version of
the Lalin phrase pro bono publico,
or "for the public good. " Although
no s tate has a rul e requiring attorVI NCE: COMPAGNON F./ Los An gelea T lrnes
neys to donate their help to the less
fortunate, many la wyers believe
Carl Poirot, left. Is executive director and Paul Duvall is president
pro bonO'York is th eir professional
of .!\le •San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program, which hopes to
obligation.
··
attract more heavy hitters from the area ·s biggest law firms.
Th e J\..rrleri ca n Bar Assn.'s Model
Code ol Pro1ess1onal Responsibility
spe lls out its position on the issue:
" Every la wye r, regardless ol professiona l promin ence or profes sional workl oad, should find lim<;, to
partic ipa te in serving the disadvantaged."
Wh en queri ed about their atlltude toward the Vo lunteer La wyer
Program, partn ers in Sa n Diego's
biggest law firms offer a variety of 1
responses. So me say they are sim. ply unaware of the program, w~ich
ls sponsored by th e San Diego
County Dar Ass n., th e Legal Aid .
Society, th e Lawy ers Club ol San
Diego, a nd th e Un.i)lersity ol San
Qjlli:0-La w Center.
More ty pica lly, th ey asser t that
many attor neys with thei r firms do
perform pro bono work bu t ha ve
his toricall y chose n to donate th eir
ti me through vehicles oth er than
the Volunteer Lawyer Program.
Joe Neeper, a partner with Gray,
Cary, Am es and Frye, said attorneys wit h his firm - the largest in
San Diego with 160 lawyers - lend
their lega l know - hoW to organi zations ranging from th e Rotar y Club
to the Sa n Diego P lanning Commi ssion to the Chamber of Commerce, all on a vo lunl ary bas is.
Along more traditional pro bona
lines, Neeper said Gray , Ca ry lawyers [h roug h th e years have challe nged inte lli ge nce t es ting by
schoo ls as culturall y biased against
Latinos; represented San Diego
Com munity Co ll ege s tudents in a
Fi rs t Am end ment matter, and assis t ed a pro fess io nal jo urn a lis ts
g roup - all without charging a CGnt.
" W e have devoted most of our
resources on an ad- hoc basis to
th ose things that have turned on ·1
th e individual lawye rs in our firm ,"
Neeper said. " At all times I'v e been
with Gray, Ca ry, !pro bono work!
has been viewed as a recog ni zed
' voluntary responsibility of la wyers . j
In general and one th at our lawyers
voluntaril y di sc harge."
Across tow n at Jcnn.i.nrui....~
tra n<j_~
kSOA;-pal'l.i,cr Lar ry
Mars hall said he is o nly vaguely
awa re of the Vohm tcc r Lawyer
Prog ram an d un sure wheth er any
of th e fi r m's la wyers are acti ve in

'

It.

-

None th eless, Marsha ll said many
attorneys wit h his 50 -lawyer firm
volun teer as " 111cmbcrs on the
board of directors of num cr us
•
Please see LEGAL, Pag
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LE~AIJfTime, Money
Lead Social Conscience
f~m

Pa1e U
Contt~J f
community organizations." Olhers
recently donaled time lo help a
birlh-control clinic oblaln a reslralning order against abusive
picketers.
"I've Incorporated several organi1,ations myself, Including lhe
San Diego Head Injury Foundation," said Marshall, noting lhal he
views volunteer work as "essential" to Bn attorney' s career. "Others serve on lhe Olay Mesa Cham- .··
ber or Commerce or serve as
special counsel t,, groups like Deaf
Community Services."
While leaders of the Volunteer
Lawyer Program applaud such eflorls, lhey believe large firms have
· an _additional obligation lo exlend a
hand lo lhos~ In critical need and
unable lo afford legal help.
"I don't mean to denigrate those
ci vic acttvllics, but we're talking
aboul helping people wilhout any
money who need basic services
desperalely," said Paul Duvall, a

: ::

I

Trying to Broaden Influenc e

Poirot, who took over as executive director two years ago, has
sought to bro_aden the program's
Influence lo groups he views as
particula rly vulnerab le-amon g
them !l).D.S...l!i!_tlenls, the hom.cless
men1aJJµJ.l.ariiJ single mothers.
lii'"' conjunction wilh lhe San
Diego AIDS Project. lhe program4
recently launched a weekly legal-' .
clinic for viclims of lhe deadly ' "
disease. Attorneys al the clinics
provide free help with wills, housing and employment di!lcrimin ation
matters and other troubles confronling AIDS victims.
The program also hopes lo fund
Wilh a $10,000 granl a menu of
·
foLinder of the pro bono program
domestic law issues, from obtaining
an<;t ils current president ." 'How do · restraining orders agai nst abusive . :
I gel away from lhe husband who's
spouses lo the enforcemenl of child
·
be~ting lhe crap oul of me and my
support orders.
Attorneys who agree to provide
training
free
receive
services
free
,
In a given arca-fro rn domes tic to
immigration law-at seminars organized by lhe program. Such
inslructlon allows lhe program to
ensure their volunteers have a
minimum level oi knowledge of the
applicable law.
While disappoinled by the lackiusler supporl so far shown by mosl
of the large firms in Lown, leaders
of the Volunleer Lawyer Program
are quick to sing the praises of
those that have made a difference.
~
Al Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves &
Savitch, one-lhird of the firm's 40
daughler? ' 'Am I going lo be able to
allorneys offer legal help on a
slay In the U.S. or will I be sent
volunlee r basis-a record lh~l
back lo El Salvador?' These are the
helped earn it the Volunlee r Lawkinds of pressing cases we need
, ;-·yer Program's annual pro b.ono •
help with."
The firm has .a
Accordin g to America n Bar · · award a year ago. who dispcnspro bono coonfinator,
Assn. ,statistics, an estimated 22%
es cases lo lawyers when lhe call ·
of ;people living al or below lhe
In. Perhaps mosl
po:,er'ty level will need help wllh a for help comeslhe firm's assocllmporlan tly,
legal ·problem each year. In San
log a cerlain
to
ales-req uired
Diego County, lhat means 60,000
number of billable hours each
pojir ~people need an attorney' s
year-rec eive credil loward lha\
.
asslst.ance annually.
number for lime lhey donale.
~There's a serious need there
Gary .,Wrighl, a parlncr at lhe
lhatis nol being addressed ihrough
firm and· one of lhe Volunleer
lhe federally funded legal aid proProgram's founders, said
Lawyer
.
other
the
gram, our program and
·the concepl of pro bono work has
_ groups that provide pro bono asvery well received al
been
"always
·
· sislance," Poirot said. "We can'l
Procopio, Cory."
ljelp everyone, but we can . do
working in a large
you're
"When
better than we are."
firm, doing large, complicaled com:· The Volunteer Lawyer Program
merclal lransacllons, It really gives
~•• formed in 1983 in lhe wake of
perspecllve LO: .do
hudgel culs by the Reagan Admln- . you a dirterenl
lhis kipd of work," Wrighl said. '·'.I,
l~lration to lhe Legal Services
salisfying.", · '
very
il
found
<;:orp .. the federal agency lhal · . always
Al Luce, Forward, Arevalo has
funds lhe represen lallon of poor
sparked an inleresl among his
people In civil mallers. In making
program's work
the 25% cul, lhe Presiden l urged . colleagues in lhe
on amnesly and asylum cases. Over
private allorneys to supplant lhe
attorneys innine
year,
lhe pasl
decline In services by performing
volved in rert.1gec rights work do probono work.
Worth
$64,0CIO
nated an estimated
To promote the volunteerism,
of time, Arevalo said . .In addition,
the federal governm ent directed
free help came from paralegals, a
lhal 12.5% of funds allocated to the
librarian. secretaries, word procesLegal Aid Soclely of San Diego and
eors, and messengers.
Similar groups be used to encour· Anolher $127,000 In free lime
age pro bono services. Thus, lhe
was contributed by Luce, Forward
Volunteer Lawyer Program was
attorney Timothy Peslolnik and
born, a board of directors appolnled
olhers Involved In lhe AIDS projand an execullve direclor hired to
eel
begi n recruillng alwrneys willing'
"I think !l's been a major comlorepres entthene edy.
milmenl," Arevalo said. ''I'm per concenprogram
the
lnitlally,
sonally very proud of the firm and
lraled on family law cases-sp ousat and child abuse, cuslDdy mat-

'I .don't mean to
denigrate ... civic . ·
activities, but we're
talking about helping
people without any
rrioney who need basic
sej_~ices desperately.'

I. ,

ters and the Jikc-and that remains
lls bread and butter, accounting for
50% of the cases. Anolher 30% of
lhe workload Involves Immigration
issues, from amnesty lo political
asylum cases, while the remaining
10% are an assortment, including
bankruptcy and consumer fraud.

.
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LEGAIJ. tBig Firms Asked to Volunteer
°I

'

'

.

cially when you're looking for help ·
nued from F•1• 11
Cont·1;+..lo
those who have donated their , on the complex cases," said Steven
Nissen, executive flirector for Pub•
·
time."
lie Counsel In Los Angeles. "We
Luce, Forward lawyers who volhave had to work a lot ~arder to
unteer are ·not given credit toward
find attorneys willing to volunteer
,
is
work
the
But
billable hours.
their time, and lt's largely because
counted toward another firm requlrement-that attorneys spend a In !his era of big salaries, firms are
mlnlmumamou ntoltimeeachye ar looking more and more at lhe
bottom line."
on Rro~esslonal developmenL ·
Craig Hi8gs, a partner at Higgs,
An App••· for Support , ,
{~ a.n effort to develop a lruitlul
rela,~lonshlp with th4 top 35 firms In
to,yll, Ned HuntlngJon, the presl

,---4-----..:..--- ------ ---

0

. ~
!

dent of the county f>ar association,

recently sent out a letter request•
Ing lhot senior partners grant Pair ~

I
I

ot ar 6pportunity to make his pitch.
" think the burden Is on us to
educate them about the Importance
of doing pro bono work and the
benefits It actually can bring their
firm," !-luntlngton said. "It's my
expe_ctatlon that once we give them
the. OP,portunlty, they'll seize It and
· San Diego will do as well In this .
are., ~~ other parts or the state."

In .addition to the traditional gullt .
argument that lawyers have an
obllga_tlon to donate their services •
to the poor, Poirot said he has
several Incentives to use In' his
efldil to woo large firms. For
starlets, pro bono work gives .
. young lawyers courtroom experlenc~ and direct client contact-two
things many employed by large
firm• inay not enjoy for years.
Attorneys who typically handle
complex cases that last for years
also may enjoy shepherding a simple landlord-tenant dispute from
·
:·
start to finish . ·
2
"! ,don't want to glamorize It, but
··
thls•;klnd of work can be very
satlslylng because you usually
hav.e , !&. very direct impact on a

person's Ille," said Wright of Pro-

coplo;Cory. "That's something yoli

..
don'.~ get In a banking or commer, clal•,real estate case that won't
·
1 mak~ qr break your client."
And: while much ol the work Is
nuts<and -bolts material that does
not make headlines, there are occaslon:i.1- opportunities for good pub. llcity!.:.not to mention the ·stature
perlerming pro bono work earns.a
,firm aniong Its peers.
So[ar, Poirot has had meetings .
with two law llrms-both ol which

j

weri 11~ncouraging and receptive."

, . One'··j,artner-w lth Latham and
Walkins-agree d to send a memo
1
to a!soclates, urging them to get
Involved In the program. The sec·- 1 •
ond·.:.aiit Baker & McKenzleI
agreM to present Polrot's case to
attorneys and ehcourage partlclpa- .
·
tlorl: ''
· Neeper, Marshall and others Interviewed, meanwhile, said they
would gladly . listen to Poirot's
appeal and, depending on their
reactipn, see what they could do to
muster support. ·
Matshall noted that Jennings,
Engstrand already Is. considering
establishing a pro ~oM committee
that ~ould seek slgnilicant pro !
l,ono dses for the firm-mostly
those:that would have some sort of
·
tn\pa~t on policy.
A similar proposal Is under study
at Gr4y, Cary. Neeper said the firm ,
. may allocate a certain number ol
pro oono hours to each associate or
volunteer a. chunk of time to one
organ~zation.

De~pite the promising start,
Poirol and his colleagues lace some
some '.tough realities as they push
for help lrom large law firms.
Nationally, the ptessure on first·

and sCcond-year aSsocitiles al ma-

jor fi~ms to log billable hours Is

more •intense than ever, largely

•

Fletcher and Mack, San Diego·s
third largest firm, confirmed that
trend.
"When I was recruiting actively
for the lirm 10 years ago, almost
every applicant would ask about
our pro bono policy," said Higgs,
who was among the founders of lht
Volunteer Lawyer Program. "No\l,
you very rarely hear that ques·
, lion."

because salaries for those positions

, have ~oared in recent yeai-~.

That trend, coupled with the
oft-m~ntloned eflect the "Me Gen·
eratlon" has had on attorneys'
Interest in performing volunteer
work ,: has had an Impact on pro
bono programs In Los Angeles and •
San Francisco.
"Tljese have been hard times for
volun~eer lawyer programs, espe-
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Construction has begun on the $3 million expansion of the'
Unive~ty of San Diego Law Library.
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It offers more access.
those who make decisions on funding. in the world.
teaching competence, innovation, reare
grants
Pell
I
federal
,
example
For
vity and diversity
tional average for private universi.,2.,<f:E. Hughes .
... :: By Author
a critical source of student financial search producti that basis alone, it
ties. Tuition is the price a student
have shrunk. Con- than any other. On
recently
that
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educatio
college
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a
be
educatio
receive
pays to
ions should
ent.
! With the cost of college
Tbe Union welcomes comme n~es from its readers. Submiss
gress must be shown that these funds is a worthy investm
increasing, the public deserves to which includes not only the course typed, double-spaced, and not more than 750 words. lnformatien cannot be help not only students, but also the • It is imperative that all of us recthe
but
degree,
a
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leading
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work
nce of maintainvolume.
importa
daily
the
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ities they serve after gradu- ognire affordable educatio
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about
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dtly segment of the economy whose vices and activities that
Consider that the average fouran investment in
truly
are
These
•
im·
is
It
ce.
cost
the
experien
should.
than
they
~
the total college
d>sts have risen faster
a career
tuiColleges can r:tnew year college student begins no
of. living, it is under public scrutiny . portant to distinguish between
doub,
A rec,,nt study shows the average human capital
to establistunutu- $9,000 in debl That figure
port for student grants and loans,
efforts
up
step
and
That
$37,000.
at
salary
r's
~Y families are concerned about tion, or price, charged by an indeprofesso
•.
which are also tuition sqbsidies.
al partnerships OiVith will increase.
benefici
ally
earned
an
tlleir financial abilities to send their pendent .college such ·as USD, and tuibas
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un
focus
professo
to
e
!'.averag
This forces graduates
• Need for colleges to attend to doctorate, at least 10 to 1 years of their communities. For example,
($ildren to college, and some are tion charged by · a state-supported
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that
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bad
public
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SDSU.
which
or
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the
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USO
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worth
such
mainten
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college teaching experien
that lead to sue
State-supported tuition levels been deferred on many campuses_ subject to the same costs of Jiving as amine critical community ilsues dents into majors
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lower be- • during the '70s.
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growth
as
such
is
startling
more.
- ' • It is easier to deal with the second charged to students are
Even
else.
counseling have sur
anyone
Also, our School of Law and the and community
~estion - from an economic per• cause they are heavily subsidized. ··· · • Emphasis on expensive research the beginning salary for college proa
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fered.
attendin
of
San
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the
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hed
earned
price,
The
spective, analysis of income
and high-tech supportive equipmenl fessors. On the average, an instructor County Bar establis
. Our primary efforts must insur
will begin Diego Law Center to assist the com-s -that colleges and universities gi\'
or,er a lifetime increases dramatical• college within the California State
• Increased expectations for uni- at a college or university
munity with innovative program
ly for those who attend college. Many University system is the amount the versities to provide expensive non- · \e3ching at $23,000 per year.
an,
·
hood_mediation. Un- · people access to opportunities
careers are simply not open for those student pays plus the government
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academic services such . as medical
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students
subsidy.
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which
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costs of college attendance will very
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There is simply no promising fu- complex forces and conditions that sals, arly private ones, have come · given priority by college presidents.
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and cost incre·
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school
last
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staff pay compromise the largest
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Some factors:
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America
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including USO, must do a better
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·· bavid_C. Copley-;is._ui1i'n~~:"i;-r~: ~~
: dent~o! - the, i_C0!!Iev Press,;;,InQ.:::_ ti
, ,-;succeeding ::Hu~rt:._ .Ii::'Kaltenbach;,1
;- who ..becomes vice .chairman:of· the..,,
._;p9bl!5hin~ .COIJ?~f,:witJi"~ ~v~
. •.· holdings 111 .Califurma and Il!inoIS.·.•t w
. ,_,In .an.,announcement:c1yesterday;/
. Helen K. Copley, cl!airman and chief ,::r executive officer:- oL·Copley ·..Press ,,
Inc~: said her son, -36,-.would assumei:'d_ay-to-day.direction of the corpora:;,'.:
lion. David Copley has been s«!rving
as senior vice president and:11S5istant
to the president since •June'.1984. The
changes ·were effective yesterday.--<.~>';
1
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° Copley Press Inc. publishes· The ,,.
Tribune, The San Diego ..Union, .The
Torrance Daily Breeze;- The ~ta · I,;;;!;~;.:::;~ ~ ~
Monica· Outlook and the San Pedro
~ r DAVID C.. COPLEY. ="~;) ~f
News-PiloL It ~ publishes eight
~esident of Copley Press Inc. ,j
The
Illinois:
in
ers
daily- newspap
,i- · ·;
Springfield State Journal-Register,
ay leadday-to-d
the
of
me
and
bach
Joliet
The
ews,
Beacon-N
Aurora
The
ers," · Helen ·
Herald-News, The Elgin Daily ership of these newspap to have
Courier News, The Wheaton Daily Copley said. "I am pleased
..:
Journal, The Lincoln Courier, The his leadership. we will continue to
"Fortunately,
Waukegan News-Sun and The Liber·
who has
tyville South West Lake County have the services of Hubert,
visionary direc·
News-Sun. The corporation also pub- provided dedicated, Press
the
during
lion to the Copley 1
lishes 30 weeklies. ·
•
decade."
last
well
is
David
that
pleased
"I am
Coi.
qualified !,o relieve Hubert Kalten- Please see /!OPLE*: A-10,
0

___ _\. ,_7 1-- ---- --

own company ates and Exhibits Committee for tlie-.:-~
corporation . publishing_,, the . Copley change, both
erindus- Zoological Society of San·Diego. He-.!!<
newspap
eiitire
the
for
and
of
r
newspapers,'as well as publishe
0
· '• is a meinber of the advisory board n.i;i·
·J>''··
·."
.
.
·
The Tribune and The San Diego . try."
for the San Diego Automotive Mnse-i·•::
career:
his
began
66;
ch,
Kaltenba
Union, upon the death of her husum and the San Diego Theatre Fo~ .
the
in
1937
in
tion
organiza
the·
with
band, }ames s: Copley, on Ocl 6,
. dationlnc.Herecentlywasnamedto~a.:
a
Breeze,
Daily
of··The
room,
press
:,·.
..
_:,.·
~_.,
1973.:.._- ·::.. :: .:;:·-:.
in " the San Diego Commission ·for-:Aits' ·r
- In.addition to his corporate.posts, . Copley newspaper ·then located
·· · ".'"-' •?· a,nd "Culture.: ''.?-!-::.' ,·--:~! ·• ~.. ,,.'"' . ,:.·,u
David Copley is chairman afjlle cor- . Redondo Beach._.,,_.,,, "
Daily Breeze; - ./~'.;cCopley is ·a~:member~ of • Sigma:.l- .
poratio n's Senior Manag~ment.. While workiligat·the
ty of Califor-'· · Delta Chi, San Diego Press Club, San=Et 1
Universi
the
attended
be
·
pubthe
of
all
includes
which
Board,
majoring in: Diego-Aerospace Museum, Sari Diego -~ ,
Angeles,
·
Los
at
nia
of
rs
'manage
business
.
and
llsli~
earned a pri- Hall of _5cience;San Diego·H istorica r ·
newspapers in ,the Copley orgllniza· meteorology; and also During World . ·Society, UCSD "Friends·.of .the·.Tbe-'"t
lion. He is imemb er of the .board of vate pilot's ,license. aviator, flying . atre," .·,San Diego· Humiiiie·. Siiclety,· directors and the executiye commit- War Il, he was a naval patrols while University of San Diego Council and ,.
tee of the boari:l: He is a trustee and coastal anti-submarine
Field on Termi- - the Bachelor Club ofSan Diego.. . :
ames S. Copley ..stationed at Reeves
president ·of0 the . J_
Copley is a graduate of the Canter~ · t..,
Angeles.
Los
near
Island
nal
Foundation.·: presfde~t of Copley
bury School in New Milford, Conn.? ·:
Copthe
of
r
pnblishe
as
served
He
San
The
of
News Service, .a member
lot and which recently dedicated the David.
Diego Union editorial board and-pub- ley-owned San Pedro News-Pi
Breeze before Casey Copley Library. He received
Daily
The
of
r
publishe
·
Sun.
Borrego
The
of
lisher
the Copley bachelor of science degree in busV
"I have the good fortune to be as- . being named president· of
ness administration from Menlo :
suming the leadersliip of a strong · Press Inc. _in.1978.
Park, .
David Copley is a trustee of the School and College in Menlo
and growing , company ," David CoJr
.
. · .
· Art and· the Calif., in 1975.
ley said. "That means I can take my San Diego Museum of and is trusCopley is a resident of La Jolla, as
time reviewing the challenges that American Craft Council,
of Pho- are Kaltenbach and his wife, Teddy.
we face and carefully formulate tee emeritus of the Museum
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Old hand is ··-.·.;~

'

taking a:tUrU: \
as alternate :.~ I
1

By Jeff Ri: tine
Tribune Staff Writer

~i,5t:>;:~ ·

~
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NEW ORLEANS - Brian O'Donr
nell got his first taste of Republican
presidential politics iri 1964, spreading the news of Barry Goldwater tQ
fellow students on the University~£
:
.
SanD_kgQ.J:amPUS.
'-"fie been involved in campaigns
ever since," ·he said yesterday after
arriving here by riverboat as a mem;
the ,S~n Die-~Q,,,.Cou~ty;, de~~ga; ·

l
\ ·

I

•\

I
\
\

t:n.°f

I

O'Donnell, the alternate delegate
\
to former San Diego City Council~
man Bill Cleator, was a last-minute , .; I
replacement for another prospective ,
delegate who was not able to mak~ I
the trip.' Like several others in the
San Diego contingent, O'Donnell isn't
exactly sure who decided to make
him part of the California group; !·
which is composed of 175 delegate$
and an.equal number of alternates. , i' ,
i
. But it's a safe bet O'Donnell's long
history of work for ,Republican can• 1
didates in the state -:- a list that in•
eludes the gubernatorial campaigns 1 . i
of Ronald Reagan and George Deuk. mejian, as well ,as fun<~ raising foi;
Rep. Bill Lowery and Sen. Pete Wil;
son - had somet~ing to do with the
, !
. . ·.
decision:
. , O'Donnell, a resident of La Jolla, is ; 1,
the founder,.and -pr-esident, of Di~cov; _,
ery Homes, a home-building compa-·· 1
ny active in San Diego and Riverside ·.: .l
~ounties. His Gonvention activity ha& ·. , , 1
included a luncheon reception hel<) · . ,
. by the Nat.iqnl\l Association oJ,Jlome . · • · ~·
'lders · '' '. r,m,. -~ '• · •· .,,;.
~ :
Bul
"'His'''.arrival ' \iia'. the ' Mississippi" 1 1
Qrie~tt' 'riverboat)stems''from deci,
sion to combine the convention wit!\ . \
a vacation with his wife and thre~ •' ,:
children. They;, sta~ted · out . in S~1
Louis about 10 days ago and, along · ··
the way, met an alternate from the ·
Pennsylvahia delegation who had " .
come up with the same idea. Usuall)( • · .:
· . not much is expected of an alternate, ' ·
.f
During formal sessions at the Super.;
l
dome, O'Donnell will have full voting
privileges any time Cleator leav8!! .•·· {
the floor. But because most of the. 1,; I
full-fledged delegates are loathe to : i f:,',i
miss any of the real excitement, al;, i, 1
ternates may find themselves simply , !.
part of an extended cheering section . • ·.\
. ~·
most of the time.
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' <}Donnell's selection· as ·art ~alter;•"'
nate proved that prospective memi
bers of the delegations need not have
. been George Bush supporters frodi · I
\
:Day one. He was initially attractec!
·. to Rep. Jack Kemp of ~e..y Yor~,
,. who, like ' Goldwater, has alw~ys
been popular with the conservative . \
,1
:
·wing of the Republican Pa~ty.
{
.O'Donnell said ·he was 1mpressea
with the "real entrepreneurial spirit'\ . '\
\\
of the New York congressman .an~
·
his "fresh ideas."'' ''· ·
i1
· "He believes in fairer taxation polj
!
icies and a strong national def~se,\.
\
said O'Donnell, who still hopes ~em~
•
will wind up on the _GOI?J i_ck.et, as
\•. · Busb's running mate.·· •' .:\_....- · ., , \
\
As for Bush,. O'Do~~l!l~ said Ii~
t ,..
\
·, , · hopes voters will be 1mpres~ed ~~
·.
Bush's lengthy. resume., wh1c~ lf\;
, eludes stints as CIA director, co~11. ; gressman, amba~sador ~nd, Repubh; .
. ·
, can national chairman. ·
,:_r ·"There's nobody in the nation~\ . ,1
spotlight th~t has that kind of expen- .. ,
·!
B 1
·
ence," he said.
., · He plans to contribute to the us!_!
,1 effort in San Diego in whatever w~y
. he can. At this point, O'Donnell said,
~/ 'l think it's a ~atter of gett_ing out \
,,, the vote - -thats very, v~ry unp?rti . :
\ . l
. ., ' , . ,
. ant.
., "Maybe rm prejudiced," O'Donn~l ,
· · said "but I don't see bow (Bush 1s)
, not 'going to prevail when you com; ., .
pare the two records. I think once the ·,
1
voters are exposed to both ~en; · •
thefll .choose Ge~rge Bush.".·. { ~ \
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r'St~ck workshop .;2._1,>-;-:, /
f ~~ N~tional Association o'f Inves-

tors is having a free workshop on
stock selection at 9 a.m. Saturday f
at the Unive sity of San Diego. ; amp ell.
Guest speaker is et
Call Jacqueline Marazzi at
480-0155 or 746-5321.
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Up.happy,Lawyers
They're Highly Trained anq Highly Paid, So Why Do Many Feel So Low About Their Jobs?
-~

ByPAULCIO'ITl,TimesSta/fWrite1'

1

.

i?en 'Whelan, it was a .bitter thantheywereworth." ·
pointment. All through law
• Jack Weinberg, 55. a Los Angeles
1, she thought about how great lawyer who gave up his practice after 22
it would be when she became a lawyer. years to publish a tourist guide to
Then. four years ago, she got her degree on-location movie sets, maintains that
and found that as a young associate, all unhappir.ess among lawyers "is pervashe did was work-six and seven days a sive,endemicandoutofcontrol."
. .
week, to 11 every night, up at tlie crack of
- Which is not to say that unhappiness.is
dawn.
..
.
·
. easy to document. For one thing, lawyers
"I didn't ·even have time to see my . in surveys tend to · give contradictory
parents," she says, "much less anybody information, On the one hand, many of
.else."
'
them report they have a great deal of
. After two years, she found a new job . satisfaction (which isn't surprising when ·
and met a guy. "I said, 'Oh, this is new. I .one considers that starting· salaries of
might actually go out on a. date . for a associates in big, ·elite firms has doubled
change.'" · .
, '
·
· · -rover the last •~ht years); at the same
. That was until she told her friena what ·,-time, however, '• · study reported in the ·· ·
she did for a living, "He said, 'Oh great. ' February, 198-1,, American Bar Assn.•
You make tons of money, drive a BMW journal showed . that 41 % of lawyers

and
(cheat] was
everybody.'"
. Whelan
devastated and not just
because she drove a Hyundai. "What
;kind of world is it," she asks, "that you
can't tell people what you do because
they come down on you?"
·Welcome to the legal profession, 1988.
· Working More, Enjoying It Leu

\
I

, I

- •·- - - -'• "• ·- - - - - - - -.

· 'Ithink one would have to

·, have a deranged sensibility ··
'·' to genuinely enjoy . .. the
day-to-day practice of
law ... [which] largely
consists of arguing with
other people about money.'

More than ever before, many lawyers
say they are working harder, getting
, richer and enjoying it less.
To most working people, their complaints may not evoke much sympathy.
-Lawyer Stacey Betterman
But many lawyers wonder if perhaps
their choice of career wasn't a major
mistake. The paperwork seems endless
and meaningless. They labor to help big would enter another profession if they
institutions. not needy individuals. Often, had it all to do over again.
There's a reason for such contradictory
they say, theil: clients are ingrates. The
legal system can be frustrating and attitudes, says David Chambers, a University
of Michigan law school professor
unresponsive. The public views the legal
profession with distaste. There is a who has surveyed the · profession for
years, When lawyers get paid $60,000 a
widespread perception that criminals esyear to start, they are "embarrassed" to
cape punishmenL Lawsuits drag on interminably. And. as many people see it, · say they are "miserable, especially when
you
can look out the window and see
it's all the lawyers' fault.
people sleeping on gratings."
"1 attended. a conference last summer
There also are other less subtle indicaat USC with some high-level human
relations people from some of the biggest tors that lawyers are unhappy. The
alcoholism rate among lawyers is an
companies in the country," says Mike
estimated 15%-20%. almost twice as
Driver, a professor of Management and
high as the general population. In their
Organization at USC's business school.
first three years of practice, half of all
"And the one thing they were in agreelawyers change jobs. with some firms
ment on was that ... lawyers were the
Pleu..ee LA WYERS, Pa 8
kind of people who caused more trouble

If given the chance, 41 % of all lawyers would pick a different profession.
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rich. A 1986 survey by the Los
any results, " says Bob Schneider,
losmg as many as a quJter or their
Angeles County Bar Assn. showed
in Los Angeles
lawyer
a
was
who
yeijr.
members every
that 64% of membe rs made be10 years and now works in
for
lcotmse
and
ants
consult
Career
• ~tween $21,000 and $100.000; 5.5.%
Phoenix. Even peopleiwho get free
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.
on lawyers
frown
l
counse
g
changin
on
ops
worksh
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more than $200,000 a year.)
Castillo, a Pomona legal service s
1
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,
professions .. Career dissatisfaction
•
y, said it is llOt uncommon
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·
had
I
"If
ce,
announ
to
for clients
elite
at
salaries
regular topic of discusgjon at placebig
the
While
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schools
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UC Berkeley. At its
New associates may spend ·' increas e dramat
convention, the ABA conducted a ' boring.first six months in practice - of hours they- billed. clients each ,
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year-. As a result, it is now common
doing rote review tof case docuassociates at major firms
firms on ways to cope with lawyer
ments, says John Siamas, a partner - for young
discont ent
of Jack -_ to work 60-80 hours- a· week,
firm
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O
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San
the
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s
TONY BARNARD ; l.o1Ar11e1a'l'imes
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problems with the profession.
time to use it, Whelan
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never
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attention to, Betterman says. In the
process, they become what Driver,
.the USC business school professor, . '.)
...
calls "paper warriors."
1
the· percentage of people who go
Betterman has considered lea v-•~.
planning to set up his own company
·
Co~ed from Page 8
1
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has
says,'
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service
times,
many
law
government
the
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into
law
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data
on-line
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adding, "Then I ask myself, 'What
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The, result, Betterman says,
Many lawyers get "disgusted with
their own clients and perhaps on
some level with themselves...."
To escape what .he saw as the
Cynicism of personal injury law,
Betterman recently switched to
family (divorce ) law. That offered
a small improvement but, "The day
to day experience of most [divorce)
attorneys is one of grinding trivial ities .. There's an incessant flow of
petty client demands, 'Who gets
the toaster? She signed my name to
the tax refund check.'. .,
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Sally Ann Zoll has beeb named
Director of Client Support for
· Education Systems Corporation
of San Diego. She has been with
ESC for two years as regional
manager for client support.
Zoll is currently completing a 1
doctoral dissertation at the /
University of San Diego, is a PasL.j
memEei- of the Board of Direc- I
tors for the Coronado Schools
Foundation and is a member of
the Junior League of San Diego. /
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computer~
toPUSD

The law firm of Hinchy, Witte,
Wood, Anderson & Hodges has donated $3,500 worth of computer
equipment to the Poway Unified
School District.
.. District superintendent Robert L.
· Reeves said the equipment will be
used in the word processing laboratory at Mt. Carmel High School.
· Included in the gift are a Wang
Writer System 5 word processor, a
1
Warig printer and a Wang twin sheet
feeder.
With offices in San Diego, Rancho
Bernardo, Santa Ana and San Jose,
the law. firm has streamlined its
administrative, documentation and
case-tracking systems through a
customized.computer system that is
considered state-of-the-art. Recognizing the impact of computers on
the profession, the firm made a gift
· to the University of San Diego School
of Law's computer research facilities last spring.
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_ SD pro(essor given
. ·.' Fulliright scholarship ·
'- ~ • ALCALAPARK, 2(t~Anderson,
associate professor-oileconom ics at the
· · · University of San Diego School of Business
Administration , has been awarded a
Fulbright Scholar Grant . ·
. The grant is for research at the Central
·. Bank of Ecuador in Quito, Ecuador, from
September to December 1988. -:- ~ .. _In addition to academic and professional
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qualifications, Fulbright scholars must
display an ability and willingness to share
ideas and experiences with people of
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USD
· "Contemporary Documents-in ·
Liturgical Music," a course wh ich
introduces the basic principles of
music in relationship to Christ ian
ritual, will be given Sept. 7, 14,
21, 28 and Oct. 5, 7-10 p.m., at
the University of San Diego. The
program will be directed by
Father Nicolas Reveles.
Sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Ministries and
presented through the certificate
program in liturgical music.
"Introduction to Liturgy," a
course wh ich outl ines t he basic
principles of Christian worsh ip,
wit be held Sept. 12, 19, 26, Oct.
3, 10 and 17 from 7:30-10 p.m., in
Salomon Hall at the University of
San Diego. The course will be
direct ed by Father Dennis
Krouse. Sponsored by the
Institute for Christian Ministries
and presented through the
certificate program in liturgical
music ..

"The Hymnal," a workshop
dealing with all aspects of the
hymnal, will be held Sept. 17, 9
am.-4:30 p.m., Camino 131, at the
University of San Diego.
Sponsored by the Institute for
Christ ian Ministries and
presen t ed through the certificate
program in liturgical music.
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It was media feeding frenzy time at
\,
the Capitol last week.
After nighttime FBI raids of some
legislative offices, the rush to pass new
laws in the final days of the session had
lost its usual appeal.
Michael
A political corruption scandal be- ·
Otten
'
came "the story."
Two obscure bills that few people, including legislators, read, understood_or . ·
, ~
remembered, were in the spotlight. · ·
They were passed with little scrutiny or ·. ly $25 million in campaign contribu· lions, These contributions from many
opposition.
businesses, governmental entities, labor
They were vetoed by the governor
groups and so forth are just part of the
because of their special interest nature
cost of doing business because special
benefiting only one company.
legislation can mean millions, some"The story" turned out to be a phony
times billions, of dollars in tax breaks
setup by the FBI in an elaborate threeor other economic profit opportunties.
year-sting operation aimed at gathering
The center criticizes the media for
evidence of illegal shakedowns and pay· ! too much emphasis on the "man-bitesoffs.
_dog" stories that abound.
The ramifications - whether any
, . "The run-of-the-mill campaign conone is arrested or prosecuted - should
tribution, followed by a committee vote
give legislators pause to re-examine the
walk-away to benefit the giver is such
manner in which they do business.
an inbred part of the system that it is
"Money-grubbing transcends every- .
not reported," says the center's comthing else," one veteran aide told us in
nientary.
the wake of the scandal.
"There are few or no stories on the
Legislators use both taxpayer and
subject."
special interest dollars to stay in power.
The center rightfully notes that,
Because of legislative inbreeding - a
when corruption is reported, it is usualthird of the lawmakers are former
Jy only when a third party makes a
staffers - some citizens feel they have
public "charge" or there is "a formal
lost control.
prosecution underway or imminent."
Could the real culprit in this whole
Thus, it tries to make a case that if
mess really be the media?
those of us in the media are doing our
The C~nt~JQL~.!l!kf ulerest Law,
job right, we might have a better sysbased al the University of San Diego
tern of making public decisions based
School of Law, so contends in a comon the merits.
menlary in its quarterly, the California
The commentary concludes the meRegulatory Law Reporter.
dia are "a self-proclaimed sacred cow,
lt asserts we are in the "midst of the
self-righteously claiming the fabric of
worst crisis in political corruption in the
the constitution which it is doing its
last 100 years of American government.
utmost to abuse."
"The overwhelming evidence is that
Though written before Sen. Dan
the real culprit is the media."
Quayle and his National Guard career
This may be sour grapes. The center
became "the story" of the Republican
unsuccessfully backed Proposition 68, a
convention, one comment seems to fit in
political reform measure calling for volwith the media feeding-frenzy theory.
unlary taxpayer funding of campaigns
That is : "The media loves lo justify
·
as one of its provisions.
its political candidate/melodr ama/
Still, the center does make some sasexual orientation/trivia preoccupation
lient points about the inadequacy of
by citing the need to know the candinews coverage that has led to a situdate's 'character.' "
ation where "special interests have
Those are harsh words for us culmore meaningful item veto power over
. .
prits.
the Legislature than ever enjoyed by an
Michael Otten is chief of The Sacramenelected governor."
to Union's Capitol Bureau.
lncumbents last year collected near-
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that s~em,s to be even closer to Sail
Americas heart. New Zealand is out
t ·. . 1with its line of T-shirts and
:l '.. ,souvenirs, and over the weekend at
Super Shirts (Seaport Village) the
.' Kiwi shirt was outselling Stars &
,Stripes ... . Sportscaster Ron Reina
radio voice of the SDSU Aztecs for '
more than a dozen football seasons
~1 ) past, wHI host this year's version of
•i • ., , Aztec Coach Denny Stolz's TV show
on Channel 51. The first show airs at
_,: ,!1 noon Saturday, preceding Ule UCLA
game. (Reina and Phil Sto(fe-are
1
vying for play-by-play ,du tie's on the
_three televised Aztec games over .
,,
Channel 51 later in the season.)
, 1
' i: ·' Entre news: The Bowery Theater
faces eviction from the Fifth & Elm
·:_(
J ,house that's been its home for five
· • _years. Theate~ backers have already
1·
found a new site :... the basement of
the Onyx Bldg. on lower Fifth Ave.
- but they need a foundation to
·
make it work, A concrete
foundation. The Onyx basement has
a dirt floor. (The move to the new
'j , / .theater is set for early 1989.).. . · '
At!ys. Lynn Schenk and Hugh · I
JI , • Friedman, hus~and and wife, spent
fl I two months this summer touring
1, Japan, where Friedman lectured on
~
~ : l mergers and acquisitions. Those are
'tl I j subjects near and dear to the ·
,11 _ • : Japanese. According to Schenk, they
'ji ~ (, found ~bundant _evidence Japan is
I j , targetmg San Diego for its next
, j· ' . l wave of special attention - "with a
;, ·,:. · \ sig~i~icant in~rease in Japanese
: \ I · I act1V1ty here m terms of acquisitions
'
. , and plant location."
· Poli sigh: That Indiana Sen. Dan ·
' , • t·
·
~ua~le was ~ot widely known before
I I. his v1ce-pres1dential nomination is
.- ' .· • clear enough, Even Newsweek
among the major media, didn't know
much about him. In Its Aug. 8 cover
story on novelist Tom Clancy _ ,
three weeks before the convention .
- Newsweek quotes one "Sen. Dan
Quayle of Iowa." .. : Ardyth Ulmer 1
does not say she's Republican or
Democrat. But she does say she's
rooting for George Bush to win the
presidency. "Just once" says Ulmer
"I'd like to see a First 'Lady in the '
,. Wbite House who wears a dress '
: larger than a size three." . .-. And LA ,
consult_a?t Lee Stitzenberger poses i j
t~e political riddle: •"What's the · , i
difference between actress Jane , . i
Fonda and Sen. Dan Quayle?"
A?swer: "J:onda ,spent mor~ time in
i
.._- : · \ Vietnam,",_•','·~.;• :. · ~f
.
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Science fiction '.m~ster ,, .. '\
Ray Bradbury was at P1~et's '
La Jolla restaurant the ,, ; ,
other night, celebrating his 68th . ,· .
birthday over dinner with UCSD',s / , ,
"
Paul Saltman. And Bradbury's ·
waiter turned out to be .a UCSD , ; ; ~ '. ,
student, who offered a verbal r ,, 1:·f
birthday gift. Bradbury's books, the , .~
., ·r;
are no longer
· waiter told the author,
' ~ • .r,,1
'
a part of_UCSD's 'Contemporary ,:..1 -,·;;, .
Literature" curriculum. They've " <' ,
been upgraded to "American .!<( ·'\•:1<
' -~.;
· ~. • ·
Classics."
r- Lile in the city: Paul Apostolides 'i', :1
is the Greek bearing gifts. The · , f :. ·
,owner of Paul the Greek's limousine ·· '
service has offered local Democrats1;
use of 10 of his limos when Dukakis .
comes in for his Sept. 16 fundraiser, ..i,
at Hotel de! Coronado. All 10 of the 1
·
cars carry GREEK on the vanity_
· license plates. . .. At a press · · · . ..,_ .. ·
conference on the Embarcadero '~.,t
¥esterday, Carlsbad businessman ~ ::~ 1
and jazz singer Bill Warren trotted. "'l..
, out Mel Fisher; the controversial;i}1/•, ·
, 1 treasure hunter, to talk about a ,1, , ·
1· ·possible joint venture. Warren, of ; f~". .
l Valentino.Communications, and ".!"~i
I Fisher, who raised more than $100 • , .
million in treasures from a 17th· , i., ~ ,.
-1' :
, .: century galleon in 1985, are trying to : •
-raise investors to back a search for
),
1
1, ! riches in shipwrecks off our coast. ; ;, '. k
(Maybe they could put their hands , ~1 ~
, . ~n some of the. Sail America loot,),\- .;\ j
11
1
~.~
1•. ! }, Items infinitum: Ralph Nad~(
11
··"'
"•"II,
.,.
18,
Sept.
Diego
San
' comes to
, 1, carrying on' his crusade for ho-fault
insurance. Nader will appea_r at 0.if\.
_ .;~
\ ·1 USD's University Center to diiba
, \ { , Jeffrey O't;onnell,Jhe·univ. of ·-\~ ...,. ...
, : Virginia law profE!'ssor who's long ) ~
: -, championed no-fault. Nader and t ,!'~
: .O'Connell back different no-fault.•
· ·; · schemes on the November ballot.. '!-. ,!
ThP. Kiwis mav not.: win.the boat .~:;- ·, 11
lfted:
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. 'GOLF: SAN DIEGO COUNTY OPEN

·R.lJ~fado ·tames putter, leads by 2
· By Mike Jensen ,

; · do said. ''I got up and down a few
_times and putted well. If you can
. Regrets? You bet Victor Regalado putt, you can score."
Leading a group of 17 who broke
has regrets. He sees the purses on the
70, Regalado made half of his birdies
PGA Tour these days.
,"These guys are playing for a mil- on the four relatively short par-5s.
lion dollars," Regalado said. "Honest ''You've got to do that," said UCSD
to God, you don't have to win to golf coach Mike Wydra, who is tied
for third after a 67 and who also birmake money these days."
But you do have to be able to putt. died all the par-5s.
Add Burckle to the list of par-5
Regalado, a 40-year-old Bonita resident who has played just one PGA conquerors. The 27-year-old former
Tour event this year (missing the cut. Long Beach State player even had
last month at the Hardee's Golf Clas- eagle ·opportunities on both of the
sic in Coal Valley, Ill.), knows that all back-nine par-5s. He missed a 3·
too well.
footer for eagle on the 509-yard 14th
"My putting has caused all the · hole and two-putted for a birdie from
· problems over the years," said Re- 18 feet on the 488-yard 18th.
. galado, who won the 1974 Pleasant
"I play~djn a practice round and I
Valley Classic and the 1978 Quad Cit- found the greens tough," Burckle
ies Open, but lost his tour exemption said. "But today, they.were easy. At
.
in 1985 and made just $1,548 last least in my mind they'were."
Burckle has been playing on the
year. "li you're not playing well,
playing for $20,000 or a million dol- Golden State minitour - "I've made
all the cuts, but not a lot of money"
lars, it doesn't matter." .
This week, Regalado is playing for ....:. and was 25th on the 1986 Asian
the $4,500 first prize in the $30,000 tour's Order of Merit. He had the top
Buie San Diego County Open and, so score yesterday in the half of the 120far, his putting problems have not man field that played in the after1
shown up at Torrey Pines North. An noon, when the wind usually picks up
8-under-par 64 yesterday gave him a at Torrey Pines.
Teeing off at 7:08 a.m., Wydra took
two-stroke lead over John Burckle of
Costa Mesa after the first round of the early lead, but he said he knew
his 67 wouldn't hold up. "I think it'll
the 54-hole tournament.
"Eight birdies, no bogeys," Regala- take a 65," he said before heading to
Staff Writer

the UCSD driving range to give his .
·
afternoon lessons. .
Tied with Wydra are David Games
of Bellflower, Chris Santangelo of
Honolulu and Howie Johnson of Newport Beach. At 68 are Nonie Taguiam, a 1987 USD graduate who is an
assistant pro at Chula Vis.ta Municipal; Stephen Walker, an assistant pro
at Singing Hills; and Napa residents
Roger Gunn and Dale Riley.
Santangelo, 27, another Asian tour
veteran, is on the comeback trail,
having had reconstructive surgery to
repair two torn ligaments in his left
knee in April 1987. He couldn't play
golf again until May of this year.
Santangelo is tied with a hot golfer
in Johnson, 25, who won a Golden
State event Monday in Lakewood, .
shooting a 65. Johnson plans to make
a try at the PGA qualifying school
this fall.

•••

The low score among the 18 amateurs in the field was the 69 by Geoffrey Dean of Palm Springs. Dean,
who will be a senior at USD this, fall,
had four straight birdies from Nos. 9
through 12 ... Today the players tee
off from 7 a.m. to 8:20 and from 11
a.m. to 12:20 p.m.
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LaJoJJa Tips
Poway, Makes ·
PAL Final . .·.·

f

I

i'

L~i~~ avid Berteaux mad~~
an 18-footer at the buzzer to upset
top -seeded Poway, 77-75, in th(
Division I semifinals of the Police
Athletic League summer basket-'
ball tournament at Municipal Gym.
Adam Kleid scored 22 points for,
the Vikings, and Berteaux added
17, Gabby Awbrey of Poway l~d all .
scorers with 26.
In the other semifinal, center
Aaron Wilhite scored 29 points as
Lincoln held off Point Loma, 84-72,
to advance to the final against La
Jolla. ·Jim Griffin had 23 for the i
~
Pointers.
In the Di vision II semifinals,
Serra's balanced attack and good
defense enabled the Conquistad<;>rs •
to defeat Mission Bay, 50-46. Keith ·
Ladue (13 points) , Conrad Jones
(12), Dezi Dbcon (12) and Chris
Ireland ( 11) were in double figures·
for Serra.
In the final, Serra will play San
Diego, which beat Crawford, 78-55.
San Diego's Raynard Wells led all,_
scorers with 24 points. Chris John<
···
son had 23 for the Colts.

D
The University of San Diego ,
announc~andy
Bennett, 26, to assistant coach ,
under Hank Egan. Bennett replac- :
es Charlie Katsiaficas, who was
named coach at Division III Pomo-· ·
na-Pitzer College in Claremont ,
after one year at USO.
Bennett served as a volunteer for .
Egan in the 1985-86 season while
earning his degree from UC San 1
Diego, where he played the previous two years. The past two years, •
he was a graduate assistant at the
' University of Idaho before return ~..
ing to USO as a volunteer assistant. •
BOWLING

Averaging 230 after 42 games, ,;
Wendy Macpherson of San Diego is
in second place after the sixth and
final match -play round in the '
$35,000 Fair Lanes Denver Classic ;
on the Ladies Pro Bowlers Tour.
Macpherson, 20, was leading after ·
the fifth round by 37 pins over
Robin Romeo of Van Nuys.
Macpherson will join No. 1 Lisa
Wagner of Florida, Romec, Jeanne
Maide of Ohio and Lorrie Nichols of
Illinois in tonight's stepl adder ~

""'

: BSD hit.es coach

[Tribune

.

iifai~ - .

.

;...!lli!L.-annour.ced yesterday that
;1Randy Bennett has been hired as an
~ assistant men's basketball coach for
,. . '.the Toreros. Bennett replaces Charlie Katsiaficas, who was recently
;named head coach at Pomona Pitzer
:College.
i Bennett, 26, was a volunteer assistiant for the Toreros during the 1985-86
:Season-and has directed USD coach
)Jank Egan's basketball camps the
· :past two summers. He spent the past
,two ,years as a graduate assistant at __
:the p niver~itt o~ Idaho. ,. ,
J.
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Reggie Jordan scored 32 points
and Shaun Manning added 26 as
Nice Advice clinched the regularseason title of the Supreme Court
Pro-Am Basketball League with a
92-85 victory over Courageous Endurance at the University of ~
megQ
Nice Advice will be seeded No. 1
in the playoffs.
The Crown, the defending Supreme Court champion, clinched
second with a 94-92 overtime victory over The Truth on a shot by
Nate Barnett, who led all scorers
with 'X7 points.
-
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Justice For All won the wo . , ---,
men s ::..
rE;_gular-season title wit
victory. over Blind F h an 85-61 ,, /
aith. Elame
Nelson scored 26
Justice For AH and~~nts. to lead . ·. i
. nstme Wil- ..
lis, who will b '
Bay High S ; a semor at Mission ·= I
;~ttorers _: ;
with 28 pomt~
.
Regular -season 1
three games toda P ay ends with
noon at USD A Y, b~gmmng at
The playoffs b~g1:~~~siodn is free.
'
p.m. at the Jackie R bur ay at 1:15
o mson YMCA in San Diego.
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Names New Basketball Coach
Pitzer
;;i-a~
Charles -katsiaficas, an assistant .
at the University of San Diego last season, has been named men's
· - basketball coach at Pomona-Pitzer
College in Claremont.
· Katsiaficas · replaces Gregg Popovich, who resigned after nine
seasons to become an assistant with
the NBA's San Antonio Spurs.
It is the second coaching stop at
Pomona-Pitzer for Katsiaficas,
who was an assistant under Popovich from 1984 through 1987. Katsiaficas was interim coach during the
1986-87 season while Popovich was
on sabbatical leave.
Katsiaficas guided the team to a
Southern
second-place finish in
California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference during that season .and '"'
Popovich said he expects a smooth
coaching transition.
. "This is the second time around
for him," Popovich said. "I think the program's in more t~an capable _

me

I

·• ]

hands because he already did it ,·,
when I was gone before. It's like :-t
the program didn't miss a beat ;
without me. When I came back it ,
was like the players said, 'Who are ,:
,,
you?'"
Before arriving at Pomona- •
Pitzer, Katsiaficas was an assistant
coach for a professional team in ·
Sweden for one season. He was also ,
a three-year varsity player for .
Tufts University in Massachusetts. ;
Lowell Thomas, who coached
North Hollywood High School for
the last five years, has been named ..
men's soccer coach at Occidental..
College.
Thomas, whose North Holly- .
wood teams posted a record of ,
36-21-11 and reached the L.A. City
playoffs three times in five seasons, _
will have his first game as coach;.against Point Loma Nazarene on :
Sept. 8 on the school's new soccer:
-/
field.
- "
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USDhas 1·5:returning starters,~rcliance·to riiake-playoffs
~ Ken Stevens--?o
Slaff Writ,r

/
,.._-t'~':7

'-When the Uni,rai:i;ily gf Sar Diegp,
. .j>lays its home opener at Torero Staon Sept. 17 against Claremont.McKenna, it will be using the same
ueld the Washington Redskins prac. ,,
ticed on in January.
,. • ·unlike the Redskins, the Toreros
~AAOot reach the Super Bowl. But
!h~.Y might be playoff-bound for the
~t time since 1973.
_.,~There are nine (Division III
~f.~zps) in California," USD coach
~,tjan Fogarty said. "We have as
gi)od a chance as anybody to go."
·''The Toreros are coming off their
\\es! season in Fogarty's five seasons.
Cast year, they finished 6-3-1, were
ranked 20th in the final Division III
poll and were in contention for the
Di.v1sion III playoffs until losing their
mi<\! game, 17-15, to Menlo College.
·;.~'.\'here aren't many holes. Fifteen
~\arters return - eight from the defense that ranked 10th in the nation
in fewest poin~ allowed (10 per

mum

'I

~

<

· .f

game). The defense had lour shutouts, including three in a row early in
,
,. ·
the season.
. The top defensive'player last year,
senior Bryan Day, is back at free
safety. Day, a first-team academic
All-American, led the Toreros in tackles (91) and interceptions (six).
There is a vacancy, at strong safety
with the gradua'tion of John
Gutsmiedl, the Toreros' second-leading tackler last season with 82. "He
was like the quarterback of the defense, so he's going to be hard to replace," Fogarty said. , ,
Junior Mark Crisci and sophomore
Darby Barrett, a transfer from San
Diego State, are competing for the
strong-safety spot. '
Fogarty said the three down linemen should be the defense's strength,
despite the loss of starter Erik Peterson. "We played four guys almost
equally last year, {so) in reality we
have three starters ·coming, back,"
Fogarty said.
Those three are seniors Dave Dunn

1988 SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

Sep. 10 MenloCo{\ege

Sep: 17 Cl8Iemont-McKenna
Oct. 1 Redlands
Oct. 8 Pomona Pitzer

Time 4-

--~·t,:30,...,.,11,
•:;·po .~
7:30
1:30

Oci. 15 Whittler
7,30
Oct. 22 Occiden tal
Oct. 29 La Verne , ,p;<.·,:;'4"}4~

~-

1:30
1,30 .

Nov. 5 UC Santa Barbara
No\/. 12 Azusa Pacific

Home games in gray and are played at
Alcala Park on the USO campus.
#

\i

(6-foot, 237 pounds), David Gilmore
(6-3, 245) and John Gomez (6-1, 223).
Gilmore, who has been clocked at 4.8
seconds for 40 yards, has gained
more than 30 pounds since the begin•
Ding of last season, and· Gomez has
'
added 15.
"We're a little liit bigger and a little bit stronger," Fogarty said.
There is an abundance of linebackers, though two-year starter Parris
Sorianello has decided to play only

1-------

J

• •

'Th,ere are nine
(Division Ill teams) in
California. We have as ·
good ·a chance as .·
alilybody to go.' ,, ~
.':. . . --:-,.' Coach Brian Fogarty
,
.rr,-,
.~ ..:

(llf,.

baseball. The other starters are back,
including three-year starter Jeff
Merlino, sophomore Frank Love {the
No. 3 tackler with 75) and Shawn Rezaian. In addition, senior Braulio
Castillo, the backup quarterback last
year, and ex-fullback Don Maclnnes
have been moved to linebacker.
·' USO is not as settled on offense,
though seven starters return. The
quarterback picture has been muddled by the off-season shoulder surgery performed on sophomore Brendan Murphy, the starter in 1987. Fogarty said Murphy is still the leading

-

•

,4

__,

..., .-

t

..
a stress fracture. . . .
candidate but is not ready to play.
Two-year starter Ker Zampese,
If Murphy isn't ready for the Sept.
10 opener at Menlo,. junior Doug the son of former Chargers and curPiper, sophomore ·Mike Hintze or. rent Rams offensive coordinator
freshman Mike Williams will get the Ernie Zampese, returns at the othe~
call. Fogarty has been impressed wide receiver position. Zampese, a
with the throwing arm of Piper, a senior from University High, also re, ..·
Bonita Vista High alumnus who . turns kickoffs and punts.
transferred from Southwestern ColSenior Da~d Nottoli, who ha/ been
, ,:·; slowed by injuries in the past, is
,__
lege.
"Doug Piper's as good a thrower · healthy and will start at tight end.
as we!ve had here in a long. time," · Fogarty is impressed with Nottoli'&
Fogarty said. "We do other things size (6-3, 220) and speed (4.6 in the 40).
"We're expecting great things from
he'll have to learn."
·.;
Sophomore Ty Barksdale and sen- him," Fogarty said. Only two starting offensive lire-.
ior Virgil Enriquez return at tailCasMike
back. Also back is junior fullback men return: senior guard
Tocto·, Jii\:kson, the leading rusher sady (6-0, 230) and junior tackle Mark
with 405' yards OD 88 carries. Jackson Garcia (6-1, 250). Two of the other
also scored: ,a ,-team-leading four spots probably will be filled by junior
'. . Jeff Carpenter {5-10, 236) and sopho-_
.·
touchdowns.'/ :
·
The receivers wlll be solid - if more Ray Smith (6-2, 255).
Sophomore John Gillis again will
Mira Mesa High alumnus Ken Jones
stays healthy.. Jones,. a sophomore .handle the punting, and sophomore.
Fogarty describes as "an outstanding Jim Morrison and freshman Dave
athlete" with 4.6 speed in the 40, has Bergmann will compete for the kicka shin injury the coaches fear may be ing job.
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Last year was fine, but USD hopes for ~better things
q 7~
t~~
1

By Rick Davis

;}-

Tribune Sportswriter

·

.{

A year after guiding his troops to twice as many
victories (six) as defeats and coming close to landing an NCAA Division III playoff berth._ USD football coach Brian Fogarty has his Torer~
on a suitable encore.
_The 1988 Toreros are aiming even higher.
Among their goals is that postseason invitation
that eluded them last time around when Menlo
College won a season-ending showdown 17-15 and
subsequently was awarded a playoff berth.
<I· "We have other things we hope to accomplish,
but getting into the playoffs is the main one," said
free safety Bryan Day, the team's '87 Academic
All-American. "I think the team believes it's realistic, too."
•
.
.
·With the proper blend of hard work; execution
and good fortune, of course. But perhaps the point
is that six years after arriving on the Alcala Park
campus, Fogarty has shaped and tweaked the program to th~ extent that postseason playoffs aren't
an automatic 100-l long shot anymore.
_: "I had always heard people say it takes five
years to build your program and I wondered about
it," said Fogarty, who in the spring. of 1983 left a
successful program at St. Francis High ID La Canada to take the job at USD. "I found out they were
right. The first year or two, you're just getting
your feet wet and adjusting. Eventually, you establish what you're aiming for. The last couple of
years have gone smoother."
One thing that probably eased the challenge this
fall was the deletion of Division II St. Mary's from
the schedule. If means the Toreros will play nine
games rather than 10, but all nine are Division III
entrants. No more 34-7 thumpings (the score last
fall) at the hands of St. Mary's.
"We had a couple of reasons for dropping
them," said Fogarty. "One was we thought the
Coast Guard Academy team was coming out here
(from New London, Conn.) for a game. We left an
opening, but then the deal fell through.
"The other reason had to do with making the
playoffs. The NCAA (playoff committee) believes
that a loss is a loss, even if it's against a Division
II school. Playing up in class is a challenge, but we
didn't want it to be self-defeating. At some point,
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we may add
schedule." .:,
though ~~\ost '~ts,' we believe the defense can
The '88 Toreros, some 75 strong, shape up this be better than last year's.'.'
way approaching the Sept. 10 opener at _,Menlo
"Goots" jvas team captain/defensive quarterCollege: "
_
back
John Gutsmiedl, a four-year starter. He's the
11
.
OFFENSE
·
only member of the '87 starting secondary not to
A year ago, USD generated 1,486 yards by rush- return. Day will be joined by Chris King and Daring the ball - or nearly 60 percent of its total ryl Jackson, who started as freshmen. The strong
offense. A big reason Fogarty plans a similar em- safety probably will be Mark Crisci,. although rephasis now is the presence of five experienced cruits Greg Frinell and Darby Barrett figure to
running backs - Virgil Enriquez (limited- to 121 see playing time somewhere in the secondary.
yards because of .injuries), Todd .Jackson (405 . . Four of nine returning defensive starters are
yards, 4.6 average), Ty Barskdale, Scott Slykas linebackers - senior Jeff Merlino and junior Matt
and Pat ' Hefler. Enriqu~z and Jackson were the Haniger on the outside, Shawn Rezaian, Parris
projected starters entering fall practice.
Sorianello and Frank Love on the inside. The three
1
Sophomore Brendan Murphy will start at quart- inside backers shared the two starting spots in '87.
erback unless Southwestern CC transfer Doug
The most surprising position switch on the team
, Piper or Bakersfield CC refugee Mike Williams -~ involved moving-quarterback _Braulion Castillo to
, find a way .to supplant him. Murphy, who had off- outside backer to alternate with Haniger and Merseason arthroscopic shoulder surgery, threw for lino. r
.• ,
769 yards and eight touchdowns in '87. .
"Physically I know I can do the job'" said CasMurphy's two most frequent targets last season ,, tillo a senior 'who transferred from th~ us Mili- Lionel DeM?rst and Je~f Ma~sukhani _;:__· are tary' Academy Prep School last fall and sh~~ the
gone, but two big-play receivers ID Ken Zampese QB job with Murphy much of the season "Mentaland Ken Jones are back. The tight end will be ly I've got a lot of adjusting to do But ·1 want to
David Nottoli, who backed up DeMorst and. had a h~lp this team and this seems the best way to do
team-fastest 4.65 time acr~ 40 yards the opening that. It's just kind of hard to see the quarterbacks·
day of fall camp.
over there throwing and not to be part of it."
The other three offensive starters returning are
guard Mike Cassady and tackle Mark Garcia. Ray
.Dave Dunn and Dave Gilmore are returning
Smith, at tackle, and Neal Curry or Jeff Car- starters in the defensive line with the third spot
penter, at guard, also figure to start with the cen- likely going to John Gomez, a senior who played a
ter spot, in Fogarty's words, "up for grabs." Scott lot in '87. Gilmore reported at 240 pounds, but still
Salcido, a redshirt freshman who prepped at Uni- clocked 4.8 in the 40. Valhalla High recruit Jim
versity City, then made the Boston Col~ge squad Washam is expected to play a lot as a frosh.
: Two sophomores, place-kicker Jim Morrison (7as a walk-on last fall, could wind up with the job.
. for-7 on extra points last season} and punter John
Gillis (33.4-yard average and 13 punts of 40-plus
DEFENSE
Any apprehension about switching from a bend- yards), return to anchor the kicking game.
It's probably a meaningless trend, but the fact is
but-don't-break philosophy to an aggressive, gambling one in '87 were obliterated by the results. -bad years have alternated with the .500 or better
Those Toreros threw four shutouts in 10 games, ones in Fogarty's tenure at USD. Starting with 5-5
including three 28-0 blankings on consecutive jn '83, it's gone 1-8-1, 5-5, 3-7 and 6-3-1 since.
weekends. Only one opponent (St. Mary's} scored .- "I'll be very disappointed if we end up somemore than 17 points against the defense.
t thing like that (a bad year)," said the coach. "Once
"We built a lot of pride in our defense by what ·again, our biggest concern is lack of depth at cerwe accomplished last season," said Day, who led tain positions, but that seems to go with having a
the team in tackles (35), assists (56), fumbles Division III program. If we can avoid a bunch of
forced (three} and interceptions (six). "And even . injuries, our goals are reachable.. . . All of them."
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ball fans who remember guard Eric Musselman '
·from a few se-asons ago will be intrigue1 by this ·
. ., '
:;- ~pdate: ?-'fS 6:,"" .
.
-A few days agd, Musselman was llq'1!ed gfiller- i ·
al manager of the CBA's Rapiadt)~S.D.)
Thrillers, wh? finished with an 18-38 record last
season.
Musselman, who formerly scouted for the L.A.
Clippers, didn't waste any time cleaning house.
In his first day on the job, he traded away six
players, h,red a ne:w coach and picked 10 players
/
in the CBA draft.
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